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THE MAN AND THE MISSIONARY
`

Introduction
Because of demand from different quarters, in the fall of 1936 the missionary Harald
Frykholm engaged in the task of recording the main features of his life-story. With
the energy that was his own he devoted himself to this, and when he lay down for
the last short hospital stay in March 1937 he had found time for a detailed sketch of
the years 1898-1913. This part was also mostly typewritten by him. During the last
days of consciousness it was said that his ingers were groping in the air as if he was
still in the process of tapping the keys of the typewriter. His wife felt that it was a
duty of reverence to issue these notes in virtually unchanged form and to append to
it a very short sketch, partly of childhood and school years, and partly of activities in
India after 1913 and the years of suffering in the homeland.
The missionary Frykholm himself often stressed, and it is also apparent, that he
intended to place most of the weight on his description of exactly the period that he
could complete – the calling by God to the priesthood and the missionary training
years - when he began to write, pressed for time, omitting the earlier years of life.
As this missionary’s biography is handed down to the public and especially to the
friends of the Swedish Church’s Mission, it is with strong emotion for the loss that
the evangelical mission in India endured through Harald Frykholm’s early poor
health and demise. Subsequent pages speak clearly enough about his aptitude,
Christian character and exceptional capacity for work. In addition he was a
distinctive personality with a refreshing sense of humor and boyishness; he was also
a whole hearted worker in God’s vineyard, for whom outward success, recognition
and salary played a highly subordinate role. India had become his other motherland,
and the love for its people became to a growing extent reciprocal. As his career as a
missionary prematurely ended, in this we all see and revere His leadership, which
never makes any mistakes.
In connection with Harald Frykholm’s demise are cited at last some representative
statements about him and his importance, among the many made by those who
knew him in different periods of his life. They supplement the humble selfassessment that distinguishes his own account.
The rector of the Lycksele parish, Dr. of Theology Hugo Berlin writes, inter alia: “We
must thank God for what He has given us through our beloved Harald. Many
blessings have been sent through him to his native parish. When he as a young
missionary went away from his parents’ home, he took the hearts of many with him.
What there is in this parish for the love of matters concerning the Lord’s Kingdom
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probably had its irst seed from the ire that was lit in the heart of Harald. Since then
his work in the missionary ield has become a unifying force among the friends of
the Mission here. He is now no longer among us, but the seed he sowed with God’s
help will accrue further blessings. “
A friend from his years as a student, Rector Carl Edquist, writes: “Let no one
begrudge Harald’s repose. He has certainly already tackled work that did not tire.
How shall he not stand in awe before the new tasks in God’s heaven! - - - With clear
writing Harald has engraved his life’s work in the history of the mission. It was
within the Mission association in Uppsala that his interest for the mission ripened to
a decision. During the year we were both members of the board of directors, it was
invigorating and encouraging to collaborate with him. Peace to his bright, warm and
encouraging memory!”
Professor K. B. Westman also talks about the memories from the Student Mission
Association: I had much to thank Harald for – during my irst term in Uppsala thirtyeight years ago it was he who irst put me in touch with the Mission and brought me
to the Student Mission Association. And in Bangalore we visited You and saw him at
work, full of joy and excitement.”
Bishop Edward Rodhe, member of the Swedish Church’s Mission Board of Directors,
who in 1928 visited the Indian Mission’s ield work, writes: “We have indeed lost a
missionary and Gospel preacher of God’s grace. His workday may have been mainly
completed, but we may have been expecting that it was humanly possible that in his
in all probability remaining time he still should be able to help and support our
mission. We greatly needed his help and support. But now he has gone home to the
Lord that he so faithfully and devotedly served! With very great gratitude we think
of what he has accomplished.“
A revered missionary friend, who was able to follow all of Pastor Frykholm’s
missionary work, priest’s wife Hilda Hogner, expresses her feelings: “Harald was
one of the most devoted persons that I have known. How precious that he has been
able to pursue his work in the service of the Lord during all of these years! Seldom
does one venture to use the word wholehearted with regard to a human being, but
noone needs to hesitate to name him the wholehearted missionary. “
Assistant vicar Uno Almgren, who during several years was pastor Fryholm’s
collaborator in India, says inter alia: “There was no falsehood with my friend Harald.
He went on no devious paths, so that one got his words again in twisted form. He
belonged to the gentlemen of the heart. --- --- --- Personally I remember his
Christian unpretentiousness. It may well have been partly happy endowment, partly
the result of inner struggle and strife. But it was a special gift for a pioneer. For it
was him throughout his nature: fearless, saintly reckless, stubbornly persistent with
the bright boyish humour’s inexhaustible smile . So I thank God for his bright
memory, that is not clouded by a single dark spot.
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Harald Frykholm stood, which is clear from the following, in good working
fellowship with the Leipzig Mission. Its current leader, Mission Director Carl
Ihmels, expresses his appreciation of Pastor Frykholm in the following words: “I am
deeply moved by the news. Certainly he is now redeemed from sickness. But I must
think of You and the large crowd of children, who for a long time can still not
support themselves. Then I must also think of the mission’s ield in India, where
there are so few experienced missionaries. How much your dear husband had been
needed there! --- --- --We are convinced that his memory will be a great blessing. He will always appear
for us, who knew him, as an example of devotion to the missionary service and the
truth and the joy of Christianity in practice.”
From India many have expressed their loss and appreciation, as has Dr. S.
Gurubatham: “We all loved him for his genuine love for India. I have never found any
bullying in him. In these times of dif iculties among Indians and Europeans, we
always saw in him a person who was above such emotions. I feel as if I have lost a
loyal friend. --- --- --The broken thread can be found there, and we have to stop
what we have started here. In heaven, the mystery brightens
when we once again meet there.
An old pupil from Pastor Frykholm’s time in Pudukotah: “How I longed to see him in
India again! How have the many villages that he visited not longed, as his Master
did, to see once again his Christ-like face.”
A judge in Pudukotah, a Hindu, writes to Mrs. Frykholm: “Your beloved husband
was respected by all he came into touch with. He was a sincere worker in the service
of mankind and a real Christian in the fullest sense of the word. Although his body
perishes, his soul will always remain. He was very sick when he wrote to me last
December, however I hoped that we both would get to meet in this world.
Unfortunately that will not happen. It seems to be that God takes home those He
takes pleasure in earlier than others.”
Finally a statement of a young Uppsala student, who during the last years came into
contact with Pastor Frykholm: “I feel an absolute need to express my deepest
sympathy on account of his death. To have been acquainted with and to some extent
come into Your family I value so far at least until now as the greatest gain of my stay
in Uppsala. Therefore it gripped me in a very special way when I heard about Pastor
Frykholm’s sickness. He has constantly been in my thoughts and prayers. Now I can
only be grateful that I got to meet him. “
The righteous path is like the light of dawn
that grows in enlightenment, until the day
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reaches its full height

Chapter 1. Childhood and School Years
Harald Frykhom was born on 27 January 1879 in Njurunda parish in Medelpad. But
the largest part of his childhood years were spent in Lycksele, where his father, Axel
Theodor, was already the rector in 1881, and where his mother Gustava (born
Westman) ruled over a crowd of eight children with a mild and mighty hand.
In this crowd, where Harald was the second oldest, and the oldest among the boys,
he quickly took the lead. And the two sisters, who were nearest to him in age, were
already often taken with him on daylong tours of the forest when they were six to
eight years old. The seven year old boy, who many times got to follow “Pappa” on his
visits to parishioners out in the countryside, felt sure about the way; but the
distance was sometimes estimated inaccurately. And so it happened that when the
small hikers reached their goal, the cabin where they are always treated to
wonderful waf les, as the day had reached its end one had to put the “priests’
children” to bed on the cabin loor and send word about their well-being to the
anxious parents.
After such escapades they often received a well-deserved spanking, of which the
biggest part was Harald’s share. When however it was merely his own life that he
risked, he usually got off more lightly; such as the time when mother Gustava was
greeted with a jubilant cheer from the church’s steeple, to which her ten year old son
had succeeded in getting up and now rode astride one arm of the cross. The
mother’s calm command was “Come down, Harald, you will go on an errand!” One
may probably question how calm she really felt.
Dizziness might have been an unknown concept for Harald, and he was seldom
scared. But he had a wholesome respect for Pappa’s cane; and it was probably a
temptation sometimes to seek to escape the ruler by keeping quiet about his
adventures as far as possible.
One time for example he wrecked his canoe that he had made with his own hands,
and as the current in the river was strong it was then really a question of his life
being in danger. But he did not remember that he felt any fear about the matter.
What made him far more concerned was that his father’s tool that he had taken with
him in the boat went to the bottom. The trouble was discovered in good time by
some haymakers, and the boy and the boat were dragged up onto dry land. The little
seaman succeeded to sneak home and change clothes without anyone in the family
noticing him. But the haymakers soon told about “a Harald” who “again and again
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tried to kill himself” and so the truth about the lost tool also had to come forward –
with what consequence I do not know.
At twelve years of age, when Harald was accepted into the fourth class of Ume boys’
secondary school, the perilous adventures became more infrequent. Winter
holidays were taken up by ski and kick-sledge treks. One time he surprised the
family’s home with a mid-term visit. He had then ridden his kick-sledge the whole
way from Ume . In the summer he deforested land and built cabins in the woods.
The biggest of these (with room and kitchen) was so well built that a family that was
homeless as a result of the great ire that had spread over half of “Lappstockholm”,
could use it as accommodation for several months. “The cabin” was for many years,
even after its master builder left home in earnest, a popular meeting place for the
neighbourhood’s youth. One baked waf les and boiled coffee in the tiny stove and
played games in the forest outside. Even as late as 1912, when Harald visited
Lycksele with his family, youth meetings were held – at that time a mission meeting at the cabin in the woods.
The irst time at Ume school was a little arduous for the young son of Lappland. He
was somewhat too young for his class, and it was not easy to sit inside and work as
much as was needed to follow. But soon he was both hard working and successful,
and for this reason did not need to neglect wholesome outdoor life. “The Lapp”
which he was usually called despite the light hair and the tall igure, took home
many prizes in cross-country skiing. That which gave him the greatest pleasure was
a small-bore ri le, something that he had longed for ever since he as a little lad made
a highly unsuccessful attempt to make a gun out of an iron tube, an attempt that very
nearly cost him his sight and left behind several gunpowder scars on his face and his
throat.
One of Harald Frykholm’s “godfather gifts” was a real boy’s temperament, alert and
interested in everything around him, and this followed him to the end of his life.
Outwardly the boy was prepared for the wide-ranging tasks that usually are
destined for the missionaries. But he also received no small part of his internal
training during the childhood years, although he himself was mostly unaware of this.
He became conscious of his religious interests relatively late. The wholehearted
manly Christianity that he encountered in his father and his irst teacher, the wellknown missions’ friend teacher Stenberg, could of course not leave anything behind
but profound impressions. And he participated in mission meetings early on, both
those that were led by mother Gustava in the rectory and the bigger meetings in the
school and church. In particular, there was the missions’ meeting that went on for
several days on the third prayer day of the year that like a brightly earnest memory
followed the boy and the man on all the paths of his life.
However, a description of Harald Frykholm’s early youth would be far from
complete if one neglected to talk about the place of music in his life.
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Mother Gustava had in her youth attended the Music Academy and was an
accomplished pianist. Even during her very busiest years as a housewife she seldom
failed to spend time at the grand piano in the big living room. And the children
stood quietly like little mice around the instrument and listened. Early on they also
tried themselves to play different instruments. A family orchestra began. Harald,
and then also one of the younger brothers, played the cello. Another brother
attended to the violin part, and a sister in addition to mother Gustava played piano.
Sometimes father Theodor was there with his lute. But most often he sat there as a
listener and critic in the rocking chair and took a nap while the orchestra worked.
When Harald came to Ume , the music was somewhat shoved aside. But in the
boarding school there was an organ, and he worked diligently at it, until he got to
know that one had had enough of the practicing. Then he drew the keys on a table
and continued on this silent instrument to learn scales and exercises, so that he soon
could lead hymn singing on the organ at the school’s morning prayer.
In the school orchestra he played his father’s instrument, the piccolo. But in the
Academy Orchestra in Uppsala the cello again came into use. It would also follow
him when he travelled out to India as a missionary of the Swedish Church, and often
was a great joy at get-togethers with Swedish, German and Anglo Saxon brothers.
But he made the greatest use of his so-called concertina, an organ in miniature, on
which he could accompany the singing both in the churches that lacked an organ and
out when preaching to the heathens in the villages and market places.
But perhaps we should not deal with matters too far in advance. Here Harald
Frykholm continues with his own story.

Chapter 2. How the calling to be a missionary came
After high school matriculation in Ume in the spring of 1896, and after two years of
study in Uppsala, I had completed the Bachelors of Theology exam together with the
theoretical theology exam (current theology candidate) and in the fall of 1898 began
to take part in courses and exercises that prepared for the inal theology practice
exam (then two semesters of work). Notwithstanding the quickly completed
education for calling to the priesthood I still knew little then about the mission and
had even less taken a personal position on the matter. At home in Lycksele I had
certainly been in mission meetings that at that time mainly were focused on the
Swedish Evangelical Mission, and had even seen some of the missionaries when they
were guests at the rectory on such occasions. I have a memory of my father, after we
listened to a heartrending report by one of these missionaries, once saying that he
wondered whether I felt any desire to devote myself to such work. However at that
time I had no such thought. It still had not dawned on me then that the Swedish
Church had a mission where its young priests could go out as missionaries directly
in its service.
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At the end of the training year in 1899, because of my youth (20 years, four months),
I could not become ordained like my fellow students. Bishop Johansson in
H rn sand believed however that I could obtain a dispensation from the authorities’
age entrance requirement, and I therefore decided to use the waiting time in
Uppsala for more independent studies that a missionary could bene it from.
However, before this I took part in a Christian student meeting, the general northern
European meeting in Setnesmoen, August 1899, that was of special signi icance for
me and my spiritual development. At the beginning of the meeting the Dane
Skovgaard-Petersen preached about the word “repent” in a way that went to my
joints and marrow and which, as I have since understood, led an entire string of
participants to make the big commitment to dedicate themselves to Christ. When I
went to the meeting, I certainly believed that I belonged to the converted group, and
I surely genuinely wanted to serve my Lord Christ in his kingdom, but here it
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Then came the autumn afternoon in Uppsala, when the Student mission’s
association (S.M.A.) (to be continued…..)advertised a meeting with talks by the
Santal missionary Dr. Ernst Heuman who had just come home from the missionary
ield. It was then the custom in the S.M.A. that at each term’s irst get-together the
so-called “trainees” (participants in the practical-theology courses) were sent a
written invitation in this way to look for interest in the mission among the young
priests who were soon outward-bound. Consequently one such invitation card came
to be on my table, and in this way I who previously under excessive pressure to
graduate never had time to participate in any of the association’s activities and did
not even know that S.M.A. existed, had reason to turn up at the meeting referred to.
The meeting was held on the bottom loor of the stg ta Student Society building.
The meeting was opened by the chairman with re lection on the words: “The
harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few” It gave me quite a start when I got to
know that he was the son of a missionary in India and had himself thought about
going out as a missionary. His name was Carl Sandegren, and afterwards for 18
years he was my colleague in India. Then followed Dr. Heuman’s talk about his work
as a missionary in Santalistan, which I listened to with intense interest. Of course I
remember little of what he said, but the person who spoke made an indelible
impression on me. The calling out be a missionary appeared to me like a lash of
light, and when evening came, I was driven to my knees in the middle of my room in
the students’ residence at Sturegatan 11 by the frightening question: “Lord, is it
your intended path for me also?” – From that moment the mission had become my
main interest in life. I was perhaps the most keen member of the S.M.A. and began to
look forward to the missionary’s calling as my task in life. After some time I
therefore came to link myself with the limited number within S.M.A., the Academic
Volunteers’ Missions’ Foundation (A.V.M.F.), whose members planned to go out as
missionaries, if God opened the path for this. We were seven of us who experienced
an unforgettable fellowship here. Of the seven there were for different reasons,
however, not less than ive who were prevented from seeing their dreams realized,
but they were, however, in their way exceedingly valuable workers for mission
matters in the homeland.

became clear to me how much I was missing in my commitment to him and how
in initely far I was from the Christian ideal that was placed in front of us. And I was
almost ashamed of my thoughts of being a missionary. For was it not presumptuous
of such a wretch to reach for such a high role as that of a missionary in the Kingdom
of God? One time while alone in a forest grove at the foot of the mountain I could not
do anything but cry about my unworthiness, but it was for certain a wholesome
humiliation for one who after many successes, not least in the course of his studies,
could be tempted to overestimate his own ability. In this way the bene it of the
Setnesmoen meeting was above all a spiritual awakening, but at the same time,
when the mission’s talk was conducted by men such as Robert Wilder, L.P. Larsen
and D. Bexell, a new longing, however, that I might one day be it to be a missionary.
The last term in Uppsala was a time for meetings when I without any worry about
some exam could freely be busy with that which interested me most. Now I
participated in Christian associations’ work, above all in the Student Mission’s
association, studied the mission’s tenets and history, learned about forging and
carpentry (in the former Academy craft school), and was involved in singing and
music (I had contributed as a cellist in the Academy Orchestra throughout my time
as a student) and inished by completing the elementary school teachers’degree in
December 1899. One of the three university graduates who completed the degree at
the same time was the above-mentioned Carl Sandegren. Now among my fellow
students in Uppsala even I was regarded as a prospective missionary. The Mission
Board’s secretary, former Pastor G. Hogner, also knew about my future plans, but
taking into consideration my youth advised me to irst serve some time as a priest in
Sweden’s Church. When the century ended, I spent my last Christmas at home at the
Lycksele rectory.
Chapter 3. My service as a priest in the homeland
On 27 January 1900 I had my 21st birthday, and the day after, which was a Sunday, I
was ordained as a priest by Bishop Martin Johansson in H rnosand’s Cathedral,
where the late assistant vicar Joseph K llander preached at the high mass on the text
about Jesus in the storm on Lake Galilee. As the only candidate to be a priest I stood
afterwards before the altar, and the Bishop had chosen for the text for his talk the
words in Timothy 4:12: “Don't let anyone look down on you because you are young, but
set an example for the believers in speech, in conduct, in love, in faith and in purity.” He
particularly wanted to remind about the qualification my young years gave me to
understand young people and in this way to get close to them with the message about the
Lord Jesus, who had won my own heart. My father had not been able to be present, but
my mother saw the ceremony from the same place in the balcony where 26 years earlier
she saw her future husband ordained by Bishop Beckman. On the same evening I was
invited to dinner at the Bishop’s rectory, where the Cathedral Chapter’s members and the
city’s clergy were gathered around the newly ordained priest. The good Bishop
Johansson spoke again so warmly and beautifully both to me and to my mother.
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However a quite surprising and for me indiscreet passage came in his discourse where he,
while letting those listening know about my plans to be a missionary, expressed the hope
that he had an ally in my mother in his wish that I would remain in the Diocese’s service,
where the lack of priests now would be more difficult than ever. The Diocese of
Härnösand (then still undivided) had recently given up two of its priests to the missionary
field, Kempe and Norenius, and more from there could not reasonably be requested. The
matter was delicate in that at that point my mother, in contrast to my father, had found it
quite hard to reconcile with the thought that her son would set off to a distant heathen
country.
Few priests during somewhat fewer than two years have acquired such varied experience
in service that now fell to my lot – as if the intention was that in preparation for the
missionary’s calling I would get as comprehensive an insight as possible into the Church
of Sweden’s work model. I gratefully had seven appointments as varied as curate,
assistant vicar, deputy pastor (in the different places), army chaplain, chapel preacher and
elementary school teacher.
In Northern Degerfors (Vindeln) I began as colleague of Vicar Palmqvist, who then
was serving as deputy pastor during a vacancy. After a week I found myself on the
way to my irst sick bed and felt very small, as I went the two Swedish miles to the
village of Huken embedded in a sledge under a sparkling starry sky. What had I to
offer a person who perhaps was in spiritual agony, and waited for some help from
the priest without knowing how inexperienced he was? Such times compelled the
sincere servant of God to call to God to help him and to obtain through God’s mercy a
lesson in practical theology, more valuable than any he could ever learn at the
university. The sick person was an old man, who longed for the Lord’s communion,
and how great was it to be able to come with the gift of Christ in the sacrament,
when you ind that you have so little to offer with your own words? Before I left his
home, on the porch his relatives asked the inexperienced priest for an opinion on
whether his soul was behaving. how I felt, and did he have a place for his soul,
to which I answered, not a little embarrassed about such trust, that we would surely
hope for the best. A crown was squeezed into my hand, which I happily let go to the
missions’ cashbox.
Then followed a string of catechetical meetings where I gave religious instruction,
and where the priest perhaps for weeks in a row was driven from village to village
and met the people gathered in full force in the school house or, where there was
none, in one of the homes. I handled the catechetical meetings myself during the
mid-mornings and in this respect had good bene it from my early childhood when I
often followed my father on such services in Lycksele’s widespread parish. In the
afternoons participants waited to get together for a time of prayer, and as
inexperienced as I then was in preaching, I was thankful to constantly have the
company of a foundation’s lay preacher, Lagerqvist, who attended mainly to the
spiritual instruction. Collections for the mission were still made on these occasions
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and divided equally between the Church’s mission and the Swedish Evangelical
mission.
In northern Degerfors I gave my irst lessons as a con irmation teacher. I was
entrusted with a class of eighty boys (the oldest the same age as me), who for six
weeks would have four to ive hours daily teaching on Christianity. In the large
congregations of Norrland you were forced to have such a focus, since youth from
the more remote villages during communion readings had to ind accommodation at
the site of the church. It was a particularly strenuous time, for a lot of preparation
was needed for the beginner, who in addition also had the church services to learn.
However I enjoyed working with this crowd of youth and probably learned more
myself than my pupils from the six weeks of collective work study. I obviously made
it known to the mission that I had a special interest in doing this.
At this time the Curate Palmqvist moved to rnsk ldsvik as Rector; and so it
happened that I got a month’s assignment as Deputy Pastor to the Rector Roth ns
with his admission as a regular in Degerfors and again one month as Deputy Curate.
The rather extensive pastoral service afforded me no dif iculty, because even here in
general I encountered matters that were well known from the Lycksele Rectory.
However, during the summer of 1900, my time fell for military service between the
two mentioned assignments, which had its special interest in that at the same time
as I was being supervised by rector Roth n, I was appointed army Chaplain for the
V sterbotten regiment, then stationed at V nn s. It was Colonel Wollfelt who
ventured to assign a conscript soldier youngster to such a responsible task in his
regiment.
After a strenuous year of study and the quite trying initial period in Northern
Degerfors, military service in V nn s seemed to me to be great relaxation. But I still
had of course my special privileges.
For example the temporary regiment chaplain had his own room in the of icers’
mess. On duty I was provided occasional deskwork at the of ice, some training for
health care, and on special request participation in sharp-shooting exercises. Friday
and Sunday I was free to prepare sermons in my room. On weekdays I had my meals
with the rank and ile, but when on Sundays I was dressed in my cassock, I had the
rank of captain and access to the of icers’ mess. The regiment took part in solemn
prayers, for which during beautiful summer days hundreds of civilians also usually
took part in listening to what the youthful preacher had to say.
The greatest bene it from this time I gained through spiritual fellowship with not
less than ive religious of icers and a couple of non-commissioned of icers who were
believers, whom V sterbotten’s regiment then had the privilege of having among
them at that time the Captain (who later became Colonel) H. Dillner as the leading
and unifying force. With warmest interest they formed a ring, yes, I would probably
venture to say a prayer ring, around the young priest. Both then and far into the
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future this was an inestimable help and blessing for me. It meant a great deal to me
when on a Sunday morning I was about to go off with quaking heart to the military
church service to ind on the desk a scrap of paper that one of them had snuck there
with the following endorsement: “Have I not commanded you? Be strong and
courageous. Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged, for the Lord your God will be with
you wherever you go.” Sunday afternoons we sought to gather those interested for more
independent hours of contemplation on a wooded hillside where we sang from memory
“Zion Toner”, and listened to simple testimony from one of the participants (both officers
and rank and file). Sometimes we even received help from outside speakers, priests and
laypeople. It was at these meetings that the need for soldiers to have a recreation center
became increasingly noticeable. An initial fundraising for this purpose was held the
same summer but it still took several years before the soldiers’ recreation center became a
reality at Vännäs. Not long afterwards the regiment moved to Umeå.
For Captain Dillner the mission was a primary interest in his life. Later of course he was
the Chairman of the Committee for the Swedish Mission in China (People’s Mission),
and his ample, warm heart opened wide for the future missionary. His letters during
many coming years afterwards left clear proof of this. The time when the officer friends
referred to above said farewell to me with prayer and words of remembrance from the
Scriptures was unforgettable. Most of them I would never see again here on earth.
During the interval between the first training period as a conscript and the regiment’s
training period (90 days), I was sent to Dorotea as a Deputy Pastor for a brief temporary
posting – merely a trifling episode in my service as a priest in the homeland. I did not
know then that in the priest’s home that received me here there was a school boy, John
Himmelstrand, who ten years later would be at my side as a missionary in India, the other
priest’s son from Lappland with such a calling! The trip to Dorotea was undertaken on a
bicycle (270 kilometers), in the company of a person who had just become a university
student, now Rector J. von Ahn in Boden. It was memorable especially in that we took
the way home along the Ångerman river the whole way down to Härnösand. We
gatecrashed during that time at a series of rectories, where we were exceptionally well
received by friends from youth of my parents. From Härnösand we headed back to Umeå
by steamboat.
I began the most significant period of my service time in the homeland in October 1900
with an appointment as Deputy Chapel Preacher and elementary school teacher at
Holmön. Holmön is a group of islands in the southern part of the Gulf of Bothnia
between Umeå and Vasa and served, at least in the past, as a sort of exile for a clergyman.
The way across the sea to the nearest mainland is about 15 km, and the only regular link
was by the rowboat or sail boat that delivered and fetched the mail once a week, if the
weather made it possible to do so.
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During spring when the ice broke apart, it could happen that the group of islands would
be completely isolated from the outer world for three weeks. There was no telephone or
telegraph, and the distance to the nearest town where there was a doctor and pharmacy
(Umeå) was about fifty kilometers
A midwife with a small supply of medicine was the only official health care.
I gladly accepted the appointment, partly because I had during an earlier visit as a guest
during several glorious summer days at the home of my predecessor, pastor O. Rydholm,
found the place interesting, and partly because I thought that service in such a situation
would be for me a very good preparation for the missionary’s calling, And in this I was
truly not mistaken. For the priest at Holmön by all means had a position that to a great
extent was like that of the missionary in most of the missionary field.
The Chapel congregation, attached to Sävar’s Parish but with its own bookkeeping
accounts, was comprised of 350 people, farmers, fishermen and the staff at three
lighthouses (of course we now often get messages daily of course on the radio from
Holmögadd’s lighthouse).
Here we found use for my elementary school teacher’s certificate, as the priest’s duties
were joined with those of the teacher’s duties, and on this basis I was alone the teacher
for all the congregation’s children, around seventy of them. They were divided into
seven classes, three belonging to the junior school and four to the elementary school. I
taught the children in the junior school for half the year and the children in the
elementary school for half a year, with a day of review each week for the part that
otherwise was free. It goes without saying that in such conditions you quickly become
intimately acquainted with your congregation.
I actually preferred the junior school, because there the improvement in knowledge
appeared more quickly and more noticeably than in the higher stages. In the fourth
elementary school class I had a really gifted pupil named G. Grubbström, who later
continued at the Fjellstedtska School and now is a well respected rector for Holmön’s
mother congregation, Sävar.
My predecessor, Rydholm, who was for me well known as the former curate in Lycksele,
had in many respects pulled together the formerly backward archipelago congregation,
and for me it was therefore merely to continue along the lines that he marked out.
Among others he had gotten underway both a male and a female work circle for the
Swedish Church’s Mission, that during the wintertime gathered in the school room two
afternoons a week, and made various handiwork items, for the male participants mainly
nets and fish traps, which then on the island always were sold easily. With great pleasure
I assumed the leadership of these afternoons, in which we also sang and where the
reading of mission literature had its clear place
14

And I myself also learned at the time both how to tie a fish trap and how to use it to
catch fish. At the end of the work year a general mission’s evening was organized, where
things that had been made were auctioned off and brought in the circumstance a rather
handsome contribution to the mission’s treasury in Uppsala.
Rydholm had also ensured that Holmön got a regular mail connection once a week, but in
order for this to function he took it upon himself to be the post office’s administrator.
And so it came about that I succeeded him also as “Postmaster” and sacrificed one
afternoon a week for incoming and one for outgoing mail, sold stamps, wrote receipts for
registered mail and money orders, received newspaper subscriptions etc., all for an
annual salary from the post office of 100 crowns a year. The usual pastor’s service on
the island had a modest scope, but it became more lively with mail dispatching on the
afternoons referred to; even here you had a valuable opportunity to come closer to the
population. Among the notable people who had dispatched mail at the time may be
named a future cabinet minister, the current Governor in Umeå G. Rosén. As the Editor
for Västerbottens Courier he had collected on Holmön around twenty subscribers for this
newly established newspaper and delivered a list of them to the post office’s
administrator.
The priest was the closest person responsible even for relief for the poor and sickness
insurance – a good preparation for the missionary’s future tasks. For serious cases of
sickness, the situation was often critical, as of course it was a matter of getting a message
across the ocean to the doctor in distant Umeå, and in the
worst case to get him back with you to the sick person. For the guidance of the doctor,
they readily asked the priest to describe the symptoms of the sickness in writing as
accurately as possible, if the case could be helped without the doctor examining the
patient personally. On one occasion the doctor would have been fetched for an
operation, but as the conditions of the ice were hazardous, they feared that he would not
venture out unless the priest himself came and with his presence showed that it was
appropriate to take him across the sea. I gladly agreed to the proposal; here beckoned of
course an adventure in the service of the love of mankind and, besides, a trip to my
former school city Umeå was always a welcome break from the isolation out there on the
island. Late on a moonlit night we committed to setting off pushing the kick-sledge
before us, with an ice pick so that in suspicious cases we could assure ourselves of the
capacity of the ice to bear weight. My escort was the best ice expert on the island, the
man who otherwise transported the mail bags across the sea. In the early morning we
reached the mainland without mishap, and continued immediately to the city with the
sled. The doctor, Dr. Aurelius, was available immediately, and after a couple of hours’
break we were on the way back. In the meantime fortunately the cold had strengthened
the bridge across the sea, so that a carriage could be used several kilometers from each
beach. So the sick person got help that same evening after exactly a twenty-four hour
wait for the result of the delivery of this message. He had a tumor in his throat that
could have suffocated him if the doctor had not saved him with his knife.
15

Here may be mentioned another rather exciting sea voyage. I went with a group of
people who just at the time of the freeze-up was setting out to the city to stock up on
supplies for Christmas.
On the way out the boat was almost stuck in loating ice, a risky matter, in the event
that the current had brought it out into the open sea. But then after the trip to the
city in the morning, the day before Christmas Eve, came the time to embark in
Ostn s for the return trip. I noticed then that the Christmas provisions included a
whole series of odd kegs, and it was quickly clear to me that they contained brandy
that was devoted to wrecking Christmas for some of us out there on the island.
Drinking habits had earlier on in Holm n as elsewhere brought about much evil
that was speci ically associated with certain holidays and family celebrations, but
even in this area my predecessor had succeeded in making several good reforms of
the situation. It therefore was very painful for me to think that drinking habits
would recur at the forthcoming Chiristmas, not the least because I myself would
come to Christmas in the same boat as the beverages.
And then it occurred me to that I should strike a blow for sobriety by putting
forward an option: you may either leave me or the kegs of brandy here on the beach.
What made the choice dif icult for the fellow travelers was the knowledge that there
must almost certainly be no service at Christmas on Holm n if they did not help me
cross the sea now. As the Holm n residents had dif iculty getting over during this
season, one could by no means wait for a mainland resident to risk the attempt. And
so it would be widely spread around that the Holm n residents like brandy more
than the priest. They tore at their hair and certainly bitterly regretted that they had
taken such a troublesome traveling companion on their trip to the city. After
deliberating for quite a while amongst themselves, stressful minutes for me, they
let themselves be persuaded, and without uttering evil words, at least none that I
could hear, proceeded to unload the kegs. When we arrived afterwards on the
Holm n side of the sea, we were met by quite a number of persons who came earlier
to fetch the brandy. After a whispered conversation with my travelling companions
they withdrew crestfallen. However, the result was that on the following day, several
young men risked their lives in a raging storm to get the kegs of brandy that had
been left on the mainland. Many of those nearest and dearest to them waited that
day nervous and frightened about the outcome, and that experience probably helped
so that on that Christmas holiday you did not hear about any misuse of liquor. To
their credit it should also be mentioned that I myself was left entirely free from
unpleasant consequences for my intervention in the matter.
With regard to religious devotion on Holm n, there was not so much of the old solid
V sterbotten’s Christianity, and I had a strong feeling that I was unable as a priest to
give them the spiritual guidance that they expected from their priest, because I was
so spiritually inexperienced. I noticed this especially when all of them were
collected around any so called “Luther reader”, who sometimes came over from the
mainland and held moments of prayer at the homes. He lectured from Luther’s book
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I mentioned my commitment to the missionary calling. Through God’s guidance it
became my compulsion during my year at Holm n, and has for me always appeared
as an everlastingly important tuning-point in my life, of fateful signi icance, if I did
not have divine grace to choose correctly. But time passed so that life on Holm n
appeared increasingly attractive. I enjoyed both the people and the work so much
that the thoughts about the foreign missionary calling fell into the background. Had
I longed to become a missionary, this longing to some extent had already come to
fruition. In addition, the post was twice advertised as free without anyone seeking
to apply for it. Moreover, the post was not considered desirable and there were not
many priests with elementary school teaching certi icates. Numerous members of
the congregation encouraged me to apply, and it seemed that everything pointed in
the direction that I should stay. My own thoughts began to be all the more
determined in such a path. Perhaps I would then make my own home in the now
empty rectory.
If I had then been left in peace, I would have seen that the outcome was reasonably
clear. But there was One who kept watch so that I was not left in peace. Just in the
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of sermons which he seemed to know by heart, with a break here and there to add
his own interpretations, and it was clear that especially the older people found more
tasty material here than they could get in the church. However, they had patience
with the young priest, as they did understand that he was doing as well as he could,
and they were generally loyal churchgoers. Among the younger age groups I
probably found more ready listeners, and we had our meetings, except for the work
evenings for the missions referred to above, also at specially arranged singing
sessions in the school room. To help the singing, what was needed for the purchase
of a small harmonium was obtained by a few days’ fund-raising. Two of my
schoolgirls also obtained instruction in playing the organ, and one of them
progressed so much that when the regular organist in the church, trained by Mrs.
Rydholm, died by drowning, she could take over the playing of the hymns at the
church services. Together with the varied work and the feeling of getting to be
useful, the good board and lodging that I got from Edv. Homgren’s ine farming
family contributed greatly to my enjoyment on Holm n. From that time onwards
they became my friends for life. So the rectory stood barren and empty, as it was of
course not worthwhile to furnish and arrange for a household for the only year that I
counted on staying on the island. Edv. Homgren was church warden and one of the
leading men in the village, always a reliable advisor when it concerned sorting out
some complicated situation in the life of the congregation. His wife had, like him, a
rich abundance of inherent re inement and inesse, that may above all have been
based on their active Christianity. I could discuss con idential matters with them,
even when they concerned very intimate circumstances, such as for example the
inal commitment to the missionary calling and all that was connected to this. The
priests at Holm n always had their best support from them, and it meant a great
deal to me in my loneliness to socialize with them every day in their home! It was
also of course otherwise bene icial for my contact with the congregation. Besides I
also had three of their children as pupils in my elementary and junior school.

When the summer came and the congregation dispersed to look after their salmon
ishing, divided into shares along the beaches on the thirty kilometer long island
group, the time came for my departure from Holm n. Deeply grateful for the
experiences that I brought from there, that were clearly according to God’s plan part
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critical days the mail brought a letter that suddenly changed the situation. The
mission director wrote from Uppsala that now our Mission had, through an
agreement with Leipzig, established an independent missionary ield in India, for
which there was a pressing need for two missionaries immediately. For one
position the Board had obtained Carl Sandegren for the Mission, and relied now on
my making myself available as the other missionary, thus bringing to ful ilment what
I myself had dreamed about and other had hoped from me since I had been
awakened by the missionary’s calling during my time as a student. The letter gave
me no joy, and to the contrary brought about a dif icult inner spiritual struggle that
took several weeks to get over. I regretted so much now that I had not remained
silent about my earlier thoughts about the mission, so that I could have spared
myself this awkward choice and the ignominy of perhaps appearing to some of my
best friends as one who had betrayed his calling. But on the other hand, if the fear
now that I would be so embarrassed in front of people was so decisive for my choice,
so that I would give myself to the missionary’s calling without the right call from
God, it could of course merely end in unhappiness both for myself and for others. In
the beginning I was absolutely in need of advice, but advice from people was not so
easy to get out there on an isolated island. The advice that I received from my
bishop went mainly towards the path that I most desired, which was that I would
stay home. An exception was the letter from my father, who let me know that
although he very much wanted me near to him, he however could not conceal that
he would be disappointed if I now forgot my thoughts about being a missionary. “If
you are called for this by God, you do not think of minor matters such as lesh and
blood” -But just at that point I did not see clearly. I only knew for certain that the
Lord called, and of course I would not be doubtful about that. –My irst response to
the Director of the Mission was evasive and led him to remind me about the words of
warning of Jesus ”No one who looks back after he has put his hand to the plow is
sent to the Kingdom of God.” In my heart’s apprehension, I thought that I was in the
same place as Peter, when Jesus in the storm invited him to leave the boat and walk
to meet him on the water, and inally called: “Lord, relying on you I walk off and
leave you with the responsibility. If I still sink, reach out your hand and save me, as
you did Peter!” -Then the decision was made, and the Lord answered by letting the
apprehension give way, and peace to enter my heart. Still there was a delay before I
could feel any real joy about the calling that was before me. Mainly it was a sense of
duty that drove me, since I experienced something of what Jeremiah conveys: “You,
Lord, persuaded me, and I let myself be persuaded. You grabbed me and overcame
me.” But the days would come when I clearly saw that at that time I was saved from
something that could have been my life's misfortune, and at the same time through
God’s mercy received one of the most magni icent life callings that a man can be
granted.

of my training for the missionary’s calling, I parted from the friends on this
unforgettable island.
My seventh and inal station during the journey prescribed by the religious
authorities for beginning priests was the home congregation, Lycksele, where in the
summer of 1901 I obtained a six week appointment as Deputy Pastor during a leave
of absence for my father. Quite naturally I felt that during this time a primary task
was to put the mission in the heart of my audience. Until this day I have also
bene ited from the loyal support that was given to me by a large group of friends of
the Mission in the Lycksele congregation.
With that my service as a priest in the homeland came to an end. But I was still by
no means ready to begin with the missionary’s calling. For that reason further
preparation was needed.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Chapter 4. A year of study in England and Germany
Good knowledge of the English language is absolutely necessary for the missionary
in English colonies, not least in India, when even among the country’s people the
ability to master English is the main sign of re inement. For intercourse with
Englishmen it is also important to have some knowledge of their customs and views,
which is easiest to obtain by living in their own country for some time. For this
reason the Mission’s Board provides that these future missionaries may get this
most highly necessary skill on the spot. I was sent to the famous university city of
Cambridge to a family which had previously already welcomed a pair of our
missionaries as boarders, and arrived there via Gothenburg-London in the beginning
of 1901. At the home of the then Seamen’s Pastor Renstr m in London, I got to
refresh myself for one day in a Swedish oasis, before I was thrown out to cope on my
own in the sea of English people. The English language skills a “Greek” could acquire
at school were nothing to begin with. At the home of the Phillips family and through
their mediation I received outstanding help in learning English. There were young
people of the same age, with whom I carried on extremely lively conversations, in
the beginning shakily and not so well but gradually more freely. A German
missionary candidate named F. Bauer was living there with the same purpose that I
had, and I had a lot in common with him during the preparations at that time as well
as later in India. Together we received free lessons in English twice a week, partly
given by a pastor in the national church, Reverend Walter, and partly by a NonConformist Church secondary school teacher, Mr. Hinde, and we were introduced by
them to their circles of acquaintances that had quite different characters. It was
striking what little interest one encountered in some places regarding England’s
colonial business and world domination, which was in the sharpest contrast to the
widespread views that we encountered later in England’s generally excellent civil
service in India.
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We obtained quite good insight into England’s changing religious conditions, as
hardly a day passed without our taking part in one or two meetings, mainly in order
to practice understanding different speakers. In that way we also had the
opportunity to hear missionaries from virtually all the world’s missionary ields,
which inter alia helped me to look forward to my calling with new happiness and
courage. In this way we became to some extent known in advance to the mission
organisations, whose emissaries we would later be involved with in many ways in
India.
It was also valuable to get in touch with the academic life in Cambridge that to a
large extent is copied in India and that differs so completely from what we were
accustomed to in the northern and continental university. Public lectures hardly
existed, the teaching was carried out in forms that most closely reminded me of our
college or seminar exercises. Moreover, without being registered in any college it
was easy to get an idea of how it worked there. The theologians had their own
college, a kind of theological seminary, and also the female students. – It was of
great interest to listen in to the discussions in the so called Cambridge Union, an
imitation of the Parliament in London. Many of the leading men in the British
Empire, some of whom were coloured people, have had their schooling in
parliamentary deportment there.
As long as the India Mission was still controlled by Leipzig, it was considered equally
important that the Swedish missionaries get a period of study in Leipzig, I found
myself in the period of transition to the days of the independent Swedish Tamil
Mission, and may well have been the last of those who be itted from this privilege.
For it was certainly a bene it to gain this intimate contact with German missionary
life, which was possible through a half year stay in the Leipzig Mission’s
headquarters.
Unfortunately the stay in England was shortened to little more than three months, so
that I would have time to take certain courses that began in Leipzig in January 1902.
The Leipzig Mission was led then by the powerful Director von Schwartz, and its
seminary, where some thirty students obtained a six year training for the missionary
calling, was managed by Pastor Hofst tte. The Seminary was originally at
Missionshaus, Carolinenstrasse 19, where I stayed in a student room and again had
the above mentioned Bauer as my closest fellow student. Mainly Leipzig wants also
to be used by academically trained missionaries, but where these cannot be
obtained in suf icient number, like most free church missions they were forced to
establish a seminary. It is an expensive business for a mission, and the training
cannot be so all-round as at the university. But on the other hand it can be
concentrated from the beginning on what is essential for the missionary while
omitting a lot of unnecessary dead weight. The Leipzig Seminary can also point to
several excellent results that show that it can defend its place well alongside the
path of academic training.
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Bauer and I, who went on the latter path and also both had some time serving as a
priest behind us, shared with the seminary students only mealtimes, time for
worship, and convivial fellowship. We received valuable lessons in the Tamil
language as well as in Indology from a retired missionary R. Handmann, and not less
rewarding were the wide-ranging stories that he told us during walks in Leipzig
parks and the surroundings about all that he has experienced during his many years
of service as a missionary in the Tamils’ country. Otherwise our study paths
separated, in that Bauer worked on a dissertation for a doctorate in philosophy,
while I was busy studying Sanskrit, India’s classical language, together with other
related subjects. Even here I got free private instruction from a missions friendly
senior research fellow, Lindner. We received new inspiration for the missionary’s
calling while participating in missions meetings of different types, such as an
academic missions conference in Halle, where we had the opportunity to hear
Germany’s great missions professor G. Warneck, a missions study week in Hannover
for priests as part of cooperation between the Leipzig and the Hermannsburg
Mission, and inally the Leipzig’s annual celebration of the Pentecost week. At the
latter celebration it was a surprise for me to ind myself in a huge auditorium,
where the audience with beer mugs in front of them and while smoking tobacco
listened to missions’ stories and words of farewell from outgoing missionaries, as
unabashedly as you would enjoy yourself in Sweden with a coffee at a mission’s
sewing association meeting. The Easter holidays were used for a trip to my friend
Bauer’s home, a rectory in Neu Ulm, southern Germany. The districts with
evangelical parishes were scattered like islands in a large Catholic sea of people and
had their own church and mission problems, not so different than those one
sometimes encounters in the missions’ ield.
Hearts and homes were opened to the Swedish missionary candidate in Leipzig as
well, where he contributed to the entertainment with his cello playing. The
Germans’ friendly nature, their generally rich conversation and simple forms of
social life appeared to me all to be exemplary. Swedes and Germans in our Tamil
mission were still stuck with each other and when sometimes things did not work
out smoothly in collaboration, for the preservation of peace it was then helpful to
have a background of personal ties of friendship, both with those in charge in
Leipzig and with the generation of missionaries who were educated there at the
same time as oneself. Based on my own experiences I can do no other than strongly
recommend that future Tamil missionaries be given the opportunity for several
weeks to make personal connections at the Leipzig Mission.
At the beginning of June 1901 my time in Leipzig came to an end. Taking into
account my earlier overly short residence in England it was now arranged that I
would get to continue my language studies in Cambridge for a further several weeks
during the summer, whereby the time for my initiation as a missionary that was
scheduled for the middle of August in Uppsala could also be most conveniently
added. This time the way there was through Oslo so that I could have the
opportunity to participate in a general Nordic missions conference. A large part of
the North’s leading missions people were among the speakers, from Sweden for
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I should not neglect to write about how I obtained boat transportation to England.
To make the trip as cheaply as possible I went into a Norwegian shopping company
of ice and asked whether I could possibly have a place on one of their freighters
going across the North Sea. I went to the Director, who clearly was a missions
friendly man, as when he heard that I was a Swedish priest travelling on the
mission’s business, he said: It is regretful that we do not have any freighter that
could take you, but I ask that instead I may help you with a free ticket on one of our
passenger boats.” And so he gave me, who for him was a complete stranger, a irst
class return ticket to Newcastle. Such an experience counts as one of life’s very best
memories that warms one’s heart every time one has something to do with
Norwegians. This happened however three years before the dissolution of the Union
between Sweden and Norway that nearly brought our countries to war with each
other. What a good thing that such a development could be prevented!
The stay in England continued in Cambridge under similar conditions as before, only
with the big difference that now it was lovely summer instead of nasty rainy
weather, the fog and cold that one had to contend with during the previous visit
from October to December. These weather conditions were trying even for a
northerner from Lappland, inasmuch as the English accommodations in general
were not adapted to a winter climate. Now one was tempted by outings, generally
on bicycle in Cambridge’s lovely surroundings. I especially remember a visit to Ely
and its famous cathedral from the Middle Ages, with its huge dimensions rising up
over the plain, surrounded by a tiny country village – as if the Uppsala Cathedral
would be found on the site of the ancient heathen temple in Old Uppsala. A lot of
staff were employed there, apparently more for the cathedrals’ sake than for that of
the small population, and the type of English high church service strongly reminded
you of Roman Catholicisim.
In the middle of August I returned to Sweden after completing the study year in
England and Germany. While the departure from Holm n felt a bit hard, I had
already had ample compensation through what I saw, experienced and learned
through contacts with good people in such highly diverse circumstances. While I
had begun the year mainly with the spirit of a feeling of duty, my heart was now
illed more and more decidedly with grateful joy to be chosen by my Lord in Heaven
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example Bishop von Sch ele, Professor Danell, and missions directors Kolmodin and
Hogner. Particularly rich in memories was a meeting outing to Holmenkollen, where
a number of talks were held less formally. The general conference was followed by a
meeting for future missionaries from the Nordic countries’ Student Volunteers
Mission Association, with lectures by among others the well-known Madagascar
missionary Joh. Johnson (author of the hymn “A gently falling day” etc.) and parish
priest Jansen from R ken. Among the younger ones I had the task of handling the
subject: “The mission needs youth”. Several years later I met one of the participants
there, the Dane Skat Petersen, in Santalistan in Northern India where he was a
missionary. Another participant was E. Palmstierna,. our current priest in London.

to be a missionary.

Chapter 5. Departure and travel to India
Ordination as a missionary was foremost among my experiences during the period
prior to departure for India. This took place in Uppsala Cathedral in connection with
the priests’ meeting in August 1902 and for this reason was witnessed by a few
hundred priests from the Archdiocese. Among those assisting was Nathan
S derblom who had recently come home from Paris and been appointed professor.
Like countless others I had such good impressions of him; until he died he kept track
of me afterwards with friendly interest. The Chairperson of the Mission’s Board of
Directors, Archbishop Ekman, ordained me and spoke very warmly about the
passage in Ephesians 3:8 “Although I am less than the least of all the Lord's people, this
grace was given me: to preach to the Gentiles the boundless riches of Christ.” The words
fully expressed what I felt myself at that time. Similar to the ordination in Härnösand, I
also stood alone now before the altar, and only my mother was present among those
closest to me. Once again, important official duties prevented by father from coming
from distant Lappland.
There followed a couple of peaceful farewell weeks in my home in Lycksele, and after
that farewell meetings with my home congregation, in the city of Umeå where I had gone
to school, in Uppsala and in Gothenburg. From Umeå I endeavoured to get over to
Holmön in order to say farewell yet again to friends there. But the headwind was so
strong that my attendant and I in the boat from Ostnäs were obliged to turn around when
we were about halfway over the Kvarken. The disappointment was great on either side
when the church announced that the meeting had to be cancelled. Time did not permit a
new attempt to sail the next day.
In Uppsala I received a warm reception from old friends in the Student Mission
Association and the Academic Volunteers’ Mission Federation (A.V.M.F.), that were not
in the same hurry to leave the university city as I was. The latter had a leader named Maj
Lagerheim, now wife of priest Björck in Kalmar, who on behalf of fellow students
wished farewell to the departing missionary. At the Student Mission Association’s
meeting even Dr. E. Heuman was present; he was a teacher at the Fjellstedtska School,
since as a result of certain lamentable intrigues in the mission field he was prevented
from continuing his work in Santalistan. With him before me, it was obvious to me that I
was speaking about what he and the Student Mission Association meant for my calling to
be a missionary (Chapter 2 above). When we parted, he therefore said “I felt so joyful
seeing you go out in my place!!!” Neither of us would have suspected then that one year
later he would be on a journey out to the same missions’ field where I was now going,
and that he would end up as the Lutheran Tamil Church’s first bishop there.
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In Gothenburg at that time the Pallin spinsters’ home at the Hallska School was a meeting
point for religious missions’ interests, and it was taken nearly for granted that all
missionaries travelling through would be a guest there. After the missions’ service in
Haga Church I met a large throng of friends of missions, then ideal new acquaintances,
but from that time onwards closely associated with me in the mission’s service, so that on
each following visit to Gothenburg I was made to feel at home in a special way. The
gathering concluding with devotion led by the former curate in Vasa, Carl Block, who
was later the bishop of the diocese.

The most remarkable incident during this visit to Gothenburg may have been that I,
seemingly completely by chance, met briefly a young teacher at the Hallska School. I
noticed that she like myself had participated in the above mentioned Norwegian missions
meetings in Oslo several months earlier, which revealed that she was close to the mission.
We exchanged a few words because of the memories that we shared from there, and that
was all! It was not until five years later that this fleeting coincidence was shown to have
established the starting-point for the wonderful development that then brought her to
India as my life long companion. But we will look more closely at this later on in the
story.
The trip went further around Denmark to Bremen, from where the North-German Lloyd’s
steamer Kiautschau departed for East Asia (in those days it also took passengers to India).
The music played when the boat set out, and the wharf was full of people who in many
cases were in tears waving farewell to those leaving on the steamer. There was a strong
impression that the pier was a bridge to the past, now broken, and that one would then be
encountering a new stage of life.
The outward journey to the missions’ field is of course interesting for those who in their
youth make the trip for the first time, but it is so often described, in the missions’
newspaper by me also, that I will not go into any details here. Personally it was more
rewarding than expected thanks to the company on the journey with 50 missionaries from
different missions and communities, most of them on the way to China. The Boxer
Rebellion was just over, and among others returning there were a dozen missionaries
from the Erik Folkes Mission (Swedish Mission in China) led by August and Augusta
Berg, with whom I maintained relations since then. I also became well acquainted with a
similar company of Norwegian missionaries belonging to the Bergen Mission. We met
daily for joint singing and devotional sessions. In the respective missions’ newspapers
afterwards we followed each other’s further adventures. I saw several of these travel
companions again in 1907 in Shanghai at the big Jubilee Conference, which I will write
more about later.
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The irst sight of large crowds of black or dark-skinned people that encountered the
outbound missionaries on Africa’s coast in Port Said would never fail to make an
impression as of course afterwards I would spend my life among such people. From
the Red Sea I remember that I never have been so worn out by the heat there as
during the irst trip. Partly it was surely due to not understanding how to set
yourself up for the tropical climate, either with clothing or otherwise. There it was
not a question of anything other than nights bathed with sweat, despite the electric
fans down in the cabins, where sleep was minimal. The experienced person lay
preferably on a carpet anywhere on deck, although that of course can be cramped
for space if there are many passengers. The day came when Ceylon’s palm covered
beach appeared out of the ocean with faded blue mountains in the background.
Several hours later the steamer was moored in Colombo harbour, and we had an
Indian crowd of people around us with Tamils represented among them. The
majority of the dock workers belonged to this group of people who had migrated
from South India, while Ceylon’s inhabitants were mainly comprised of Singhalese.
Out of the crowd of those visiting who soon surged onboard, I was soon met by a
cheerful Swedish welcome, and shook hands with the missionary A. B. Johansson
(afterwards priest in Ever d, deceased in 1932), who came from Madura to meet
and fetch the new missionary. Accompanying him was a young Tamil, then a teacher
in Colombo, G. Daniel, my irst Tamil acquaintance, who several years later became a
pastor in our Mission and with whom I had much in common. He retired in 1935,
the same year that I left India. The arrival of the missionary Johansson was a great
help in coping with all the unfamiliar circumstances that I encountered here in the
hotel, customs, ticket window etc. After a quick outing to Kandi, where I saw some
of Ceylon’s beauty in the tea plantation regions, we took the boat that brought us in
one night to the port city Tuticorin on India’s mainland. Several hours later we
arrived in Madura by train, our irst mission posting in the Indian mission ield.

Chapter 6. Commencing in the missions ield. Language study time in Pudukotah.
At the railway station in Madura I was met by our India Mission’s revered leader, Dr. J.C.
Sandegren, who could already look back on 33 years of service in India. There was also
his eldest son and my classmate from Uppsala, Carl Sandegren, who arrived two years
before me and during that period had found time to complete his Tamil language exam,
so that he was just then ready to begin active missionary work. We went in a one-horse
carriage to the mission station where at the entrance I heard Tamil hymns from Salvation
church with the melody “O Bride of Christ, Rejoice!”. At the missionaries’ bungalow we
were met by Mrs. Sandegren and Mrs. Johansson together with Miss Ester Peterson, our
first and only female missionary at that time. Soon the Tamil congregation also appeared
to wish the new missionary welcome following the usual ritual: songs, prayers, Bible
reading, sermon and the hanging of a garland around one’s neck while being sprinkled
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with rosewater. The newcomer could not be anything other than quite impressed. One
day later the entire body of Swedish missionaries gathered at a conference in Madras. It
was comprised entirely of them, except for the families Bexell from Pudukotah and
Blomstrand from Anaikadu. It was the first conference after the separation from the
Leipzig Mission, and it was completely natural that deliberations concerned above all the
work reorganisation in the Swedish field. The establishment of a new mission station in
Virudunagar was already decided and initiated (for missionary C. Sandegren). Now after
that a station for Ceylon in Colombo was planned, mainly to take care of several
hundreds of Lutheran Tamil Christians who had emigrated there, most of them spread out
in the tea plantations, and Missionary Johansson was chosen for this task. However, the
most important result of this conference for the future probably was its request to the
Mission Board of Directors, at the proposal of Dr. Sandegren, to name Dr. Ernst Heuman,
the closest as second missionary in Pudukotah, to take over direction of its 8 class boys’
school with boarding school and if possible extend it into a complete secondary school.
He assumed the appointment and within a year found himself in our circle with Mrs.
Kathe, maiden name Börresen (the daughter of the famous Danish missionary speaker).
When the conference was over, I accompanied David and Ruth Bexell to Pudukotah as
their lodger to pursue my Tamil language studies there. One afternoon we travelled by
train to Trichinopoly, and I saw for the first time the huge Palni massif with the mountain
station Kodaikanal high over the plain to the left. During the night after supper with the
German missionary Dachselt, who then occupied the bishop’s rectory in Trichinopoly, I
had my first ox wagon trip. Three wagons drove up, without feather seats but instead
dressed with a thick layer of rice straw, one for each one of the white passengers, so that
you would be able to stretch out and sleep, while the oxen squeaked forward at a speed
of around 5 km an hour. So it took around thirteen hours for the sixty-five kilometers to
Pudukotah. Now you can drive there in three hours by car from Madura right across the
country via Tirupattur.
In Pudokotah I was greeted with ceremonies similar to those in Madras, and thus began
immediately a new phase in the preparation for the missionary’s calling: the study of
Tamil. As my “munschi” (native language teacher) a young man was assigned to me who
could hardly say a word in English and never was taught in Europe. It was therefore
certainly handy that in Leipzig I learned at least the elements of the Tamil language. It is
certainly trying in the beginning, when you are stuck and cannot communicate with one
another in English, however in the long run you certainly gain by being constantly forced
to extract all of your resources in Tamil with the non-English speaking teacher. It hardly
needs to be established that the missionaries in later times with access to various modern
resources such as language school in the cool mountains and better textbooks fare better
in the foreign language than the older generations, who have taken the primitive and
certainly more arduous learning paths. This may have partly depended on the Indians,
with whom the missionaries associated most, speaking English, but they didn’t have the
same opportunities that we previously had to develop Tamil. ---Language studies are
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important not merely for learning the language, but also so that the newcomer, before he
begins working independently, feels that he has become somewhat familiar with the
people’s customs and outlooks. He can otherwise easily appear ridiculous or, even if he
has the words in his grasp, speak so that no one understands him. Above all a religious
conversation must of course be completely different if it is carried on with Christians or
with Hindus, who were completely foreign from the standpoint of Christian trains of
thought. For illustration, one compares Paul’s address to the Jews in Antioch with many
quotations in the Bible (Acts of the Apostles, Chapter 13) and to the Greeks in Athens
with reference to their poets. Literary studies of the Hindus’ religion are not sufficient.
To know how a Hindu in Pudukotah thinks so that you can confront him on his own
ground, sometimes absolutely requires additional personal interaction during normal
conversations. Of course, the work methods, both among Christians and non-Christians,
differ in addition quite substantially from what we were used to in Sweden, and it is
therefore highly beneficial to find out, while you study the language, how one’s
predecessor has worked, before you yourself set out to do your own work.
For all of this, I now had excellent opportunities in Pudukotah. The little independent
country with around 400,000 inhabitants under a native “Raja” is located somewhat out
of the way and may show a more genuine Hindu culture than any of our other mission’s
stations. The Swedish missionaries and possibly some Catholic fathers were the only
European residents in the city. Through the Bexells I was introduced to circles of
acquaintances in different classes of society and in different castes. Pudukotah was
known for its Brahmin rule and almost all lawyers and those holding office were part of
the Brahmin caste. However, this was not the case with regard to the Raja, who was part
of the thieves’ caste and won his ennoblement through his ancestors’ good services
against the Englishmen, when South India at the beginning of the nineteenth century was
placed under their rule. I even entered the “court” and quickly got to witness a so-called
“durbar”, the room in the palace where the Raja held audiences and receptions, with such
rousing ceremonies that I never thought this little country would have been able to carry
out. The reason was a visit from a high representative of the British government, which
exercised certain oversight over the country where the Rajah was independent only with
regard to internal policies. The royal palace that in the light of day seemed reasonably
insignificant, had a completely different luster when in the evening hours it was lit up
with thousands of live flames. Through the porticoes and corridors that were like
labyrinths, probably so that the palace would appear bigger than it really was, you
eventually came into the not too spacious “durbar” hall, where the Englishman sat on a
throne to the right of the Raja with both surrounded by all of the country’s retainers in
their best uniforms. The court orchestra comprised of 25 musicians played, some royal
announcements were read out, the raja received accolades from those present, the guests
of honour, among them also the missionary newcomer, were hung with a wreath, while
the others had to make do with a small bouquet each and rosewater that was sprinkled
over everyone, “God Save the King” was played, and then they marched out again.
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Afterwards fireworks were set off outside that were more magnificent than any that I had
ever seen before.
The royal family has in general adopted a common position towards the Mission, and our
current spacious and well located mission quarters is even a gift from a Raja in the 1870s
to the German missionary who then was serving in the city. Since that time the Mission
has also enjoyed freedom from tax as a charitable institution, which is by no means the
case to the same extent in the British territory. On the other hand one must say that the
Brahmin rule constantly both secretly and openly has worked against the Mission’s
interests, perhaps with the exception of the past decade.
The diminutive Christian congregation, for the most part comprised of those employed in
the Mission’s service and their families, gathered when I came there for a church service
in a clay hut in the shape of a cross with palm leaf roof. The missionary held daily prayer
there as well as the Sunday services when he was at home. His pastoral duties also
required that he visit regularly six small village congregations that were spread out in
different directions in the outer limits of the city, which when it was by ox wagon was
unreasonably time-consuming, and required that one return to the middle point where the
main mission station was located after every such visit to a village. A trip that then took
two days is now made in the same number of hours. However, an advantage of the slow
ox wagon trips was that the missionary came into touch with a lot of people, both all
along the roads and during the long breaks that must be made at the trip’s destination, if
for nothing else than to give the oxen the necessary time to rest. You had many good
opportunities there for preaching the gospel even to the heathens. These opportunities are
now easily lost because of the speedy trips by car.
The missionary Bexell had been equipped by friends in Sweden with a magnificent
tropical tent, as used by the British officers when they travel in the wilderness, with a
double roof and sun guard on the sides with compartments for kitchen and bathroom.
With its help one could easily stay a week or more at an outpost and come into close
contact with the people around, both Christians and heathens. I vividly remember when I
first used such a tent camp once some time in January 1903 in the village of
Kottaikarampatti. While it was still dark, we armed ourselves with God’s word, and after
a light coffee breakfast we were prepared for the morning’s trip to the heathen villages
nearby. Accompanied by a pair of native evangelists, we climbed on the oxen wagon
proceeding slowly through the sand, sometimes also through large bodies of water in
which the ox wagon with man-high wheels is an ideal means of conveyance, and reached
at last the destination that we had decided on for the day. A song arose from the violin or
concertina and infallibly had the effect that the villagers streamed out in crowds to see
what was going on. And then Missionary Bexell and the evangelists sought to explain to
them God’s thoughts of love and the path of salvation in Jesus Christ. Questions were
raised and answered, and the discussion could sometimes be quite lively. For myself it
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was good enough to see and hear and learn, but soon my longing became greater that the
apprenticeship might soon be over, so that I might deliver the good message also.
In general we were met in a friendly or at least a respectful manner, but the opposite
could also be the case. Just from this trip I remember that we were turned away from a
village by an authoritative man with thoroughly foul language before we had even had a
chance to say a word about our message. He had clearly decided in advance to have
nothing to do with the path of Christianity and “the Christian dogs”. A bitter experience
but fortunately rare in India. , where the tolerance is great and the interest in exchanging
thoughts in religious questions is remarkable! - Similar excursions were also made
every afternoon, and in the evening prayer sessions were held with the Christians at the
camping place.
The schools in Pudukotah were important means for the mission, as well as the
outstations that above all were in the capital, where our mission had both a girls’ school
with five classes and a secondary school with eight classes, something corresponding to a
junior high school, that one now wanted to expand with three classes into a complete
high school. Therefore I had good opportunities to become familiar with the Indian
educational system according to the English model and its use in the interests of the
Mission. Teaching in the general subjects was carried out by Indians and checked by the
government’s school inspectors, who according to the result granted larger or smaller
state subsidies. The missionary was therefore free to devote himself mainly to teaching
about Christianity and its review, for which the teaching was carried out by native
teachers. So in Pudukotah around 250 boys, the vast majority non-Christians, received
teaching daily in Bible history and in Christianity’s basic ideas. They didn’t become
Christians as a result of this, but a valuable groundwork was placed in the hearts of many
that made it easier for them in their more mature years to understand and perhaps accept
the gift of Christianity. It is also quite difficult in another way to reach the higher
elementary classes with the gospel. – In the highest class the pupils knew so much
English that soon enough, mostly for my own practice, I got to take over a Christianity
session for an hour a week in the form of Bible study in English. It was certainly tough
going for both teacher and pupils, but it was a great joy, however, finally to some extent
to get to try active missionary work and be more closely familiar with the new type of
school youngsters that one encountered here, most of them belonging to the Brahmin
caste. Otherwise the closest access that I had was with around forty Christian boys who
came to Pudukotah high school from different parts and during school had full board and
lodging at the Mission’s boarding school. The afternoons were usually spent with them
and several of the teachers in the Mission yard’s spacious playground playing tennis and
badminton, and the evenings in the company of the missionaries’ families, with whom we
often refreshed ourselves with song and music, with harmonium, cello and flute as the
main instruments.
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At last came my first hot time in South India. Our average temperature otherwise of
around 30 degrees centigrade now climbed up to 40 degrees. It was different than my
childhood’s Lappland, where we constantly had similar temperatures under the freezing
point! To work with any energy in such heat, even for language studies, is somewhat
ruled out, and it may take all your willpower not to give up and lapse into pure laziness.
Nowadays one has understood that it is not a great idea for Europeans to spend all their
time in the low country in such conditions, and they usually therefore get a couple of
months’ holiday in the cooler mountain districts. But at that time we had not come so far.
Before the 1880s mountain holidays were something that was unknown for our
missionaries, and in the beginning of this century a rule had just been introduced that
granted such leave every two years. It was the Bexell family’s turn to travel to our
mountain station Kodaikanal, where we recently obtained our first rest home, Suecia,
completely built with resources donated by Swedish friends of the Mission. On the other
hand, the newcomer just had to stay at home in the heat with the assignment of
exercising some supervision over the pending building of a new boarding school in the
yard of the Mission. There I had my first insight into how things are built in India. Such
construction was of great interest to me in my childhood in the Lycksele Rectory’s
woods, and this prepared me for the many tasks as construction leader that later were
destined for me.
An incident from the hot times in Pudukotah is well worth noting. One day while I sat
there sweating over Tamil books, Elizabet Siluveimuttu, the wife of a teacher (also the
mother of our current opthamologist, Dr. Gurubatham in Coimbatore, then a ten year old
boy), came accompanied by a heathen woman with a rustic appearance named Minatshi.
I got to know something of her background, that she emigrated from a village in the south
part of the city of Pudukotah to Ceylon and lived there together with an English
plantation owner, until he was converted and then advised her to return to India and link
up with a Christian mission. Now she had made her decision to become Christian and
had already accepted the teaching of Elizabet. Her own errand was to transfer her not
inconsiderable fortune that she had brought with her from Ceylon in the form of gold and
silver jewelry to the protection of the Mission’s safe. I accepted her property and locked
it up, without knowing how much I would have to do with this woman during all my time
in India. She was baptized several months later by Dr. C. J. Sandegren and later became
our Mission’s incomparable Bible woman Pakiam. She retired in 1935 at one of the last
Mission Council meetings that I led before my departure from India, but in Pudukotah
she continues to use all of her remaining strength to give evidence of salvation through
Jesus Christ.
Another memory from the same hot time is the first visit to Kodaikanal with the
inexpressible feeling of refreshment that was experienced there by one who previously
sweltered in the heat of the lowland. I would be a guest of my friends the Bexells, as the
regular space in the rest home was full to the breaking point. Of course we had merely a
cabin there for the whole missionaries corps. Not the least interesting, albeit a bit
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tedious, was the trip up the mountain. First one night in an ox wagon until
Trichinopoly, then several hours on the train to Kodaikanal Road, and after that again in
an ox wagon for 70 kilometers until we reached the foot of the mountain. For the last
stretch a large type of bouncy wagon was used with a change of oxen every ten
kilometers so that the trip was somewhat more pleasant. But sleep was meager, partly
thanks to the coachmen’s shouts to get the oxen to run a little, partly thanks to the noise
in the places where draft animals and coachmen were changed, where in addition the
passengers gladly woke up to give “backsheesh” (tips) to the coachmen. At around three
o’clock the second night you reached the foot of the mountain, where little horses
(ponies) waited for those who could ride. Otherwise one mounted a palanquin, carried by
four coolies. The luggage was also carried by coolies or sometimes by donkeys. There
was now a climb up the mountain for twenty kilometers to the same elevation as the
Kebnekaise in Lappland, but far more steep. Of course I rode. The trip went first in the
darkness of the night through the tropical forest down along the beginning of the
mountain slope, where there was still suffocating heat, but the air was full of fragrances
of balsam. When the dawn came, you already had an extensive view over the red baked
plains with its cities and villages connected by tree shaded country roads, that from up
there looked like black lines, and of one or the other green oasis, where the ponds of
water had not yet dried out. The climb was more and more steep, finally ending in a
regular zig-zag, and the air became more and more cool at the same time. You began to
feel cold in tropical attire, and to feel the need to put on the woolen coat that you brought
with you. And how marvelous it felt to slake your thirst in the cool mountain brooks!
The tops of the mountains were enshrouded in light clouds, and it was very exciting when
a church clock began to chime out from the cloudy sky as if the sounds came directly
from heaven. The trip up the mountain took around six hours, and then you arrived in an
enchanting community of villas, built up on the edges by an area encircled by a dammed
up lake on the bottom and surrounded on all sides by giant eucalyptus trees. They were
imported from Australia and with their strongly fragrant and healing leaves remind you of
the heavenly Jerusalem’s natural trees, whose “leaves served to heal the nations”. (Book
of Revelations 22:2) The climate is ideal during most of the year, comparing well to the
best that a Swedish summer can offer, and it seems inconceivable that in a few hours you
can move from the lowland’s burning heat to a place with such a beautiful climate. It
must be added that Kodaikanal offers a lonely and tired missionary everything that he can
wish for in spiritual and bodily refreshment, so it is easy to recognize that this mountain
station is a great bright spot in our India missionaries’ lives. Since a road for cars now
leads up to it, so that it can be reached in three hours from the railway station, the journey
is of course a small matter compared to what it was before, especially for invalids and
families with children.
Among my Pudukotah years’ experiences I should also mention my first Synod with the
Germans in Tranquebar. According to the agreement with Leipzig that gave our India
Mission a more independent status, the Swedish missionaries were both qualified and
required as part of their duties to attend the annual German synods. We had agreed on a
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certain collaboration in our work, so that it would be directed towards a common goal,
structured for a uniform Lutheran people’s church in the Tamils’ country, and for this
reason it was of course important that the Swedes and the Germans met sometimes for
consultation together. Of course in the beginning the Swedes didn’t have so much
influence, as they merely had five votes compared to the Germans’ 25 to 30 votes.
Women missionaries had no right to vote in those days.
So it happened that on a bright moonlit evening in the company of the missionary Bexell,
I made by first visit to the old Tranquebar, full of memories, on the beach of the Indian
Ocean, the evangelical missionaries’ birthplace in India with the Danish King Christian
IV’s monogram on the city gate. I knew nothing about this city during my student days
before I read Ebba Hildebrandsson’s “A friend of the Tamil people” the book about the
mission’s heroes Ziegenbalg, Fabricius and Schwartz, whose history was so closely
associated with Tranquebar. – And there I myself would again get to begin as a
missionary, when later on all Germans were banished from India in the World War!
The Synod in Tranquebar was the year’s great event for the India Mission in those days,
when regular mountain holidays had still not come about. Therefore I came there with
great anticipation and would of course meet there again, among others, Bauer, now a
doctor of philosophy, and other friends from my year as a student in Cambridge and
Leipzig. On the surface there may be found nothing missing in its atmosphere` that this
historic city, presently mostly in ruins, often inspires in visitors, but I became more
disappointed in that inner atmosphere. The German missionaries were divided into two
parts. A younger part with a capable leader at the top criticized in an inconsiderate and
jaundiced way virtually everything done by the older ones, who could not do anything
but defend themselves against the unwarranted attacks. It was tragic that on both sides
there was surely a sincere desire to serve the mission and its Lord, but they couldn’t agree
at all on the way and the means in which this should be carried out. For example, they
criticized a highly meritorious older missionary, who in connection with a mass
movement at that time baptized thousands of outcastes, on the basis that through this
simplistic practice of baptizing people God’s congregation was harmed and as a result
the Gospel was scorned among the higher castes. The opposition was so profound that
both parties after the passionate exchange of views, that in addition took place in the
august New Jerusalem Church, built by Ziegenbalg in 1718, could not even meet together
for the usual sociable togetherness in the evenings that was normally richly filled with
song and music – a striking illustration of what is called the “rabies theologorum”, the
rage or fury of theologians. Nor was there any joint communion that time either.
The result was that a missionary from Leipzig had to come out to try and restore
peace, which failed however in that four very gifted and well-trained missionaries
left their mission’s service. Moreover this crisis was not unique in the Leipzig
Mission’s history, which may well somewhat explain its missionaries coming out
with many different theological and church understandings and that to some extent
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its training was carried out in different ways. The Germans themselves after their
well-known church meeting in the seventh century gave their synod the name
“bandits’ synod”. The newcomer got an appalling impression here of human
weakness even in the mission’s holy work. At the same time it was a source of great
consolation to observe the cohesion among the more homogeneous composite body
of Swedish missionaries, a condition that through God’s mercy has continued to this
day.
Chapter 7. Continued language study in Anaikadu
In October 1903 after eleven months in Pudukotah I moved to Anaikadu to take
responsibility for the Christian congregation there while continuing language study
on the side, as well as I could. The missionary Teodor Blomstrand had in the same
year received leave of absence for a trip home. And there was no one else to appoint
as his replacement in Anaikadu.
-This is a village embedded in palm groves, about 60 kilometers east of Pudukotah
and 5 kilometers from the nearest city, Patukota, with a relatively cool climate
because of the proximity of the ocean coast within ten kilometers. Here we have
around 300 Lutheran Christians, all of them “kaller” (thieves’ caste), a fruit of the
mass movement among this caste during the time of the famous Father Schwartz in
Tanjore at the end of the eighteenth century; there was a similar number of
Catholics. The spiritual life among these Christians stagnated as during one
hundred years there were no additional converts gained from the other castes
among the surrounding heathens. The majority of the members of our congregation
were comparatively well off farmers with many outcaste servants under them. The
missionaries at the place have always had the feeling that these outcastes could
easily be converted to Christians, if their masters did not prefer with respect to
social matters to keep them at the established distance from themselves. Some
kaller, who through training and higher education were freed from the village
mentality, have however become admirable workers in the service of the mission,
above all the widely known Madras Pastor N. Devasagayam, B.A., LT (Masters in
Philosophy) who originated of by the way from Anaikadu.
Here I lived alone in a thatch covered cottage, while the cook Samuel, whom I took
over from the Blomstrand family, took care of the household. I was isolated from
the outer world about as much as I was at Holm n, and I could go for months
without seeing another white face. The communications were of course something
completely different than what they have become since then. I could hardly have
been more advantageously placed for the struggle with the language. As “munschi” I
now had a retired evangelist, gifted and also with good insight into Hinduism’s lines
of thought, and we made good progress in Tamil literature, Christian as well as
Hindu. In addition a direct help for me was that the temptation to use English, the
great hindrance for contemporary missionaries’ improvement in Tamil, was as good
as non-existent in the village. In the mission yard there was a school with four
classes with good opportunities for conversation with teachers as well as children.
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And through the children I soon became known in the different homes and obtained
further practice in Tamil. Still I could not preach but began to conduct the liturgy
and to perform church services. Pastoral care was conducted otherwise by a
catechist responsible for teaching the principles of religion, who lectured using a
printed sermon at church services and held prayer sessions in the Christian homes.
I had been in the country for one and a half years, when on one Whitsunday I gave
my irst sermon in Tamil. I was very glad to have come so far in the use of my new
tongue, however it is best to leave unspoken how much the listeners really
understood of the message that I wanted to present to them. I also engaged in
preaching to the heathens; this took place above all at the weekly market every
Monday in Patukota, where lots of village people gathered. We set ourselves up in
the shade of a tree and sang a song accompanied by the violin; soon a large throng of
people crowded together around us who were given brief evangelical testimony by
the catechist and two or three teachers in the service of the mission. At last perhaps
even the beginner, the missionary, says a few words. Attention or perhaps rather
curiosity was now intense, as of course a white man was speaking here, something
that the majority had probably never had anything to do with before. It was so much
more humbling of course to feel my own inability to speak so that the listeners
understood what I was talking about. But without such humbling experiences, you
probably never ever learn to come to the point where you become properly
understood. Another beginner missionary who asked whether he was understood
received the quite discouraging answer: “How would we be able to understand
English?”
Patukotah was at that time an outstation for Anaikadu with a Mission school and a
few Christian families. Already there were plans however to locate the main station
there, as the city was considered to be a more suitable base for evangelisation work
in the surrounding area than the village of Anaikadu, and with the mandate of the
mission board, shortly before his home leave the missionary Blomstrands purchased
the necessary parcel of land for this. For this purpose I often had business in
Patukota and travelled there usually by bicycle, although it was slow on the sandy
country road that was only intended for ox wagon traf ic. It was during one of these
outings to Patukota that I became acquainted with a civil servant (Sub Registrar)
who was a member of the Brahmin caste, who for many years afterwards was quite
close to me. He had studied at the “Christian College” in Madras and came under
the in luence of a Scottish missionary, who clearly instilled in him a great respect for
Christianity and a friendly approach to missionaries on the whole. Therefore he
was delighted by the meeting with the Swedish missionary and received me in his
home without the many reservations that caste rules otherwise impose on orthodox
Brahmins. He even did something so unheard of as to invite a European, equated in
terms of caste with an outcaste, while at mealtimes in his house he ate food cooked
by an outcaste cook and prepared and served by his wife. As far as having meals
sitting by my side, he did not dare to defy the orthodox opinion. He also often visited
me in Anaikadu and showed such an interest in Christ as a person that he appeared
to be entirely at the door of God’s kingdom. And what would delight a young
missionary more than the hope to get to be a means for helping such a person into
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God’s kingdom? We often openly discussed the issue of his baptism and the
consequences that such a step must entail. It was entirely natural that he balked at
the prospect of being thrown out of his caste’s community, and wondered whether
the matter would be worth this quite tremendous sacri ice for an Indian. As so
many of his countrymen in a similar situation said that they wanted to be a Christian
in their heart, he said that he would very easily be able to make his surrounding
locality familiar with Christianity, even if he socially became completely cut off from
his family. I knew of course how disloyal such a point of view is but did not want to
let go of the hope that Christ would once again be so great for him that he might get
the courage to make known wholeheartedly that he was a disciple of Christ.
Visvanath Ajer now often appears in the following story.
In the beginning of August 1904 I inally completed my Tamil language exam before
our mission council, who at the time was gathered in Pudukotah and was comprised
of the missionaries C.F. Sandegren, Bexell and A.B. Johansson. In the exam was
included inter alia preaching and catechising at Sunday’s high mass and evensong in
the little thatch roofed church hut in Pudukotah. Of course the result was
considered satisfactory, but alas! What a beginner you are anyway despite a full two
years of concentrated Tamil studies, when it concerns preaching and teaching with
any kind of luency in this language that is so foreign to us!
I had now been in India for nearly two years and was therefore in line for six weeks’
leave at our mountain station Kodaikanal, which of course it well after the struggle
with the Tamil examination. However, this year’s trip to the mountain was cancelled
because I planned to use it in another way, as a study trip mainly to the Scandinavian
missions throughout India. In addition to the appropriate permission from the
mission council, I had received many warm invitations from the mission ield that I
intended to visit.
Chapter 8 The trip to northern India August – September 1904
There were hugh distances for me to navigate, comparable to the distance from
southern Italy to the North Cape. To travel economically in the country for the
venture I went third class, which in India costs about one sixth of the cost of third
class in Sweden, but also with comforts in proportion to the difference in price.
However at the beginning of the century, there were third class compartments
reserved for Europeans, where you mostly traveled alone, while the Indians who
paid the same amount were packed into their compartments like herring. Here
proud Brahmins had to jostle with outcastes, which certainly contributed to
breaking down some barriers. But how unfair it was at the same time to allow the
whites’ caste such an advantage! But with national disenchantment this unfairness
was quite soon abolished. In the meantime I enjoyed the advantages of this and
secured a good sleeping place during the many journeys at night by stretching out a
hammock across the top of the compartment. Certainly I fell down several times
onto the loor, before I learned quickly that the ropes wore out soon enough from the
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shaking of the carriages. So for six weeks I travelled through India’s enormous
continent for the price of about 125 crowns for the train tickets and a similar
amount for all additional outlays, thanks to being received so hospitably
everywhere. I only stayed in a hotel for one night during the whole time (in
Bombay).
1. With the Danes in Madras
The irst stop was made in our own south Indian capital, Madras, to which the trip
from Anaikadu took a day. There the Leipzig Mission had one of its main stations
that I had seen something of on a previous occasion, but now I especially wanted to
make myself known to the Danish mission company’s activities in the same city and
for this reason stayed with the Danish missionary Anders Berg.
You would of course expect that the two Lutheran missionaries in Madras referred
to would be closely associated, but this was by no means the case at the beginning of
the century. National indignation since the Danish-German war was ongoing on the
Danish side, and among the orthodox Germans there was a strong mistrust of Danish
laxity in doctrine (which has also of course abundantly applied in part to us
Swedes!) The consequence was that the Danes did much more together with the
non-Lutheran (reformed church, Presbyterians, Calvinists etc.) missionaries in
Madras than with the Germans, and that the Danes mainly did not give up fellowship
in communion with non-Lutherans, and so the Germans excluded them and their
Christians from such communion within its own church. Thanks to our close
association with the Leipzig Mission we Swedes were also isolated from the Danes
by this, which placed us both nationally and religiously closer to the Germans. First
through the Great War’s upheavals, when all the German mission ield went over to
Swedish management and also with backing from Denmark, a wholesome change
began in this regard, so that the path appeared now open for Danish association
with the Lutheran Tamil Church (organized in 1919 through an assembly of German
and Swedish missionaries’ Christians).
Among the Danes I wanted to irst and foremost visit L. P. Larsen, from whom I
received a strong impression both in Uppsala and Setnesmoen (page 23), where ive
years earlier (1899) he was at home for a leave of absence from India. He worked
now as the Secretary for the Y.M.C.A. in Madras and lived alone in a palatial building,
that had recently been constructed by means of a large donation from America. And
here he let me have insight into this work, that along the lines of Y.M.C.A. was carried
on among the large cities’ college youth, and for which he was so extraordinarily
well quali ied. (We would have much to do with each other for a long time in the
future, both in connection with education of priests in Bangalore, where he became
headmaster for a theological college, and when he moved to Madura (1929) as bible
translator and at the same time to help our mission in a critical situation).
The Danes had a quite small congregation with a beautiful church in the center of
George (then Black) Town. They energetically engaged in evangelical activity and in
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this area gave other missions a good pattern to follow. Their reading room in the
above church with regular lectures and discussions for which speakers from
different places were engaged has over the years been a well-known institution with
wide ranging in luence that Hindus, Moslems or Christians did not want to miss.
Of great interest was the meeting with their chief Indian collaborator, the aged Dr.
Lazarus, originally from a low caste, who once visited Denmark and now had a
missionary’s position. He edited the Indian Christian weekly newspaper “The
Christian Patriot”, and had issued an Indian Tamil grammar in English, which in
those days was the foremost resource for missionaries’ language studies.
2. In Calcutta
A train journey for two nights and one day took me away from Madras to Calcutta,
then India’s capital, where the English viceroy resided. In 1912 this role was given
to Delhi.
In Calcutta I irst landed in a Scandinavian seamen’s home, which was managed by a
Danish woman, Anna Sorenson, and I was glad to see what was being done there to
help my own seafaring countrymen as well. She succeeded one afternoon to gather
a not small crowd of Scandinavians, mostly Norwegians, for a social gathering, with
whom I was asked to hold a prayer session. She also took me to a large hospital
where we were able to give some encouragement to a few of her prot g s. To take
care of sick, perhaps dying seamen in remote port cities is certainly part of the
seamen’s care person’s very most beautiful and most pressing tasks. I knew that an
uncle of mine, who was a ship’s irst mate, had died in Calcutta a few years earlier,
and was able to ind his name in this hospital’s records with the history of his
sickness and the date that he died. Clearly he had died without any outstretched
hand from a seamen’s care person to support him in his inal hours.
In Calcutta’s Y.M.C.A. the Danish missionary Steinthal was then employed as
Secretary. He had previously, like Dr. Ernst Heuman, been a Santal missionary but in
this work he contracted an eye disease that ended in blindness. With the help of his
capable wife, who inter alia served as his eyes, he could however carry out
meaningful work, and his in luence was great as a spiritual guide for the college
youth, who had their rallying point in Calcutta Y.M.C.A.’s Indian section. The
Europeans had a section for themselves in another part of the city. –When the
Steinthals heard that I was in Calcutta, they invited me to move out of the seamen’s
home to their residence in the Y.M.C.A. building, with the best opportunity to
observe from close quarters how it worked there. The literary secretary and
administrator for the publishing house was Dr. J. N. Farquhar, later on professor of
religious history in England and author of a range of well known books such as “The
Crown of Hinduism – Modern Religious Movements in India”, and others, etc.
At an afternoon program, where the large assembly hall was crowded with
Bengalese students, the Scottish missionary Lee served as chairman. At the time
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there was a lot of talk about him as the father of ive children who had all died as a
result of the collapse of a mountain in Darjeeling on the slope of the Himalayas,
where they had a boarding school. --- I also looked around the city of over a million
people built up on both sides of the Hugli River, one of the arms of the Ganges delta,
and found both buildings and traf ic conditions and street life a great deal more
impressive than what I had seen thus far of such things in South India. A
troublesome difference was that in Calcutta as in the main big cities in North India
you could in no way manage as well in English as in Madras, where every rickshaw
driver or streetcar conductor can give required information in English. The feeling
of being in a foreign country is therefore greater of course the further north you go.
The types of people, with a stronger Aryan strain, are signi icantly different than the
Dravidians in south India.
3. In the mountain world of the Himalayas
The next station on the trip was Ghom, ten kilometers south of Darjeeling on the
shoulder of the Himalayan mountains, two thousand meters above sea level, where a
Swedish-Finnish mission had its headquarters. The train journey from Calcutta took
nearly a day with a further stop by the Ganges River, which at that time was crossed
by ferry. Later on a railway bridge was built at great cost over the kilometer wide
river, for which the engineers’ greatest dif iculty was that the river bed was
perpetually changing its course.
When the morning dawned, the view to the north was obscured by a black wall that
seemed to rise up to heaven. It was the world’s largest mountain massif that lay
before us. The last stretch was travelled by a narrow gauge mountain railway that
wound in amazing curves up the steep mountain so that you sometimes had a part
of the train in front either over or under you. You experience all possible changes in
climate and vegetation during a trip from the foot of the Himalayan mountains to its
ice covered peaks, nearly 9000 meters above sea level.
The Swedish Finns in Ghom, from where the road leads to Tibet, actually aimed to
open up mission activities in this country. But Tibet was (and continues to be)
closed to missionaries, at least to those belonging to the white race. While waiting
to be admitted, the missionaries were engaged in Ghom at what they said was “oiling
hinges of Tibet’s doors”. They secured connections with the Tibetans, who mostly in
the course of trading errands streamed by their mission station, invited them to
shelter there, studied their language and educated in their boarding school orphans
or others who for one or another reason were handed over to them. However I was
greatly surprised when I found that these children got all their instruction in English
and also spoke some English amongst themselves. At evening prayer you could even
get to hear them pray on their own in English. It must have probably depended on
their having come from different language areas, and also that the missionaries had
not learned their different languages and for this reason found it simplest to fall
back on English as the medium for language. But it was of course clear that such
children must completely lose contact with their own people. For their preaching to
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the heathen these missionaries also use English with a native evangelist as
interpreter, an emergency measure that we may hope that they have overcome at
this point.
From Ghom I made excursions partly to the beautifully located mountain station
Darjeeling, where a large part of Calcutta’s white people and many missionaries in
North India spend the hot season, partly to Kalimpong, a day trip by horse back on
the way to Tibet. The Englishmen had shortly before carried out a punitive
expedition to its capital Lhasa, and the remains of that were often visible. But how
dif icult it must have been for the military conveyances, where the road was hardly a
footpath often along breath taking chasms, and all the material had to be
transported by horses or donkeys! At the beginning I rode through a variety of tea
plantations where you get the famous Darjeeling tea, and I was able to savour it on
the spot when a friendly plantation owner at a rest stop invited me for a breakfast
tea.
I suppose I had previously seen a great deal of mountain world, but how small it all
seemed in comparison to the vast standard of dips and elevations in the Himalayan
regions! And when one day the clouds dispersed for a while, and I caught sight of
Kinchinjunga’s overwhelming glistening white peaks, it was certainly something
celestial that you never forget. They rose to nearly 8000 meters, second to the
world’s highest Mount Everest, therefore four times higher than Kodibergen or
Lappland’s highest mountain, Kebnekaise. Unfortunately Mount Everest, which also
is visible from Darjeeling, was concealed by clouds on the days that I was there.
Kalimpong is especially known as a colony for raising Anglo-Indian children (mixedblood) who are collected in the large cities, where the parents usually live in poor
circumstances, and the children fare badly as they don’t it properly in a European or
an Indian environment. A Scottish missionary, Dr. Graham, took the initiative and
founded a series of homes with twelve girls or boys in each one under the
management of an English house mother. In a marvelous mountain climate they get
both school and vocational training and with this completely different quali ications
than would otherwise be possible for a useful contribution to social life. The good
results have encouraged the establishment of similar homes at other mountain
stations in India also, and they are liberally supported both by the government and
by Englishmen there. I myself received hospitable accommodation in such a home
and could not be more delighted with the humane deeds that were carried out there
in following Jesus.
Afterwards I had wanted to continue part of the way on the road to Tibet, but the
district was no longer safe from wild mountain tribes, and the government
prevented a further journey in that direction. For this reason I had to turn and
headed next to the North Indian Santal mission’s ield.
4.

North Indian Santal mission’s ield
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This is reached through a four-hour train journey towards the northwest from
Calcutta. The main station is Benagaria-Ebenezer, and here I gatecrashed this
mission’s then still living founder, the Norwegian Skrefsrud, and Dr. Heuman’s
mother-in-law, “Mamma” B rresen, widowed for a couple of years since her Danish
husband died. The pair of missionaries B rresen-Skrefsrud had in the 1880s been
in Uppsala, and their descriptions of God’s wonderful deeds among the Santal
people had seemed so important (cf. N. S derbloms description of how he was
captivated by Skrefsrud’s lecture in Trefaldighetskyrkan!), that they gained the
student Ernst Heuman as their collaborator and at the same time a large group of
Swedish supporters for their mission with Professor W. Rudin at the top. And I now
found myself on the scene of the events that when reported ifteen years later by the
same Ernst Heuman in Uppsala, gave another student, myself, the irst impetus to
become involved in the missionary’s calling (cf Chapter 2) –The circumstances in
which Heuman was obliged to leave the Santal mission, and his transfer to the
Swedish Church’s mission in south India, from where I had now come on a visit,
resulted in my at irst being received with a certain reservation, as if I had come to
spy. But we had not been long together before that reservation gave way. I came of
course however with fresh greetings for “Mamma” B rresen from her daughter
Kathe, and she wanted so much to hear how her daughter was doing in the new
circumstances in Patukotah. –So the two old people took me with them to show
what they had built up in their place through male and female work at this
important station. A mass movement had gone forward here that led to the
missionaries building a church with seating places (on the loor, of course) for 5000
persons! Unfortunately I was not there on a Sunday and therefore missed out on the
sight of the Santal congregation celebrating their worship. But in the boys’ school
and the training college, that since Heuman’s departure was now led by a young
Norwegian, I got to see a large crowd of Christian Santal youth with the hope for the
future that such a sight always awakens. ---Mrs. B rresen’s special domain was a
magni icent home that accommodated 200 girls, for whom training in domestic
chores was clearly the main subject. Both boys and girls worked hard and sang with
touching effect songs with the Santal people’s popular melodies.
I had a special invitation to the Santal ield from the friend from Oslo referred to
above, Skat-Petersen, and headed therefore from Ebenezer to his station Tilibani,
about 20 kilometers out in the countryside pure and simple. You travelled here in a
simple chair tied to two bars and carried by four men. Tilibani also interested me as
the place where the Heuman family worked for several years. Skat-Petersen had
recently completed his language exam and was also, like myself, a beginner in the
work, moreover he was newly married and had an idyllic home in that bucolic
environment. There were no institutions here, but the missionaries had more
freedom to engage in direct evangelisation. In Tilibani I also bumped into the
Norwegian Bodding, who had come there from a border station. He had done great
work for the English Bible Society in translating the entire Bible to the Santal
language. In addition, like Heuman, he was married to a daughter of the missionary
B rresen.
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At the time of my visit the irst quick development of the Santal mission had been
followed by a certain slack period, and one was wrestling with the problems that
normally arise among the second generation’s Christians. New personal vigour has
however arisen with some replacements from America instead of the Swedish input
that failed to materialize, and the congregations have grown again in a joyous
manner, and the situation is to a large extent satisfactory in this ield – for which
many Swedish friends of the mission must still foster a special interest.
5. At the Gossner Mission in Chota-Nagpur Province
Outside of the program of Scandinavian missions in India, I then even visited a
German mission ield, located one day’s train travel west of Calcutta. The Gossner
Mission has concentrated here on the Kolers, who like the Santals and the Ghonders
(in Central India) are a native mountain people, who never have been assimilated by
the Hindus and therefore have been as a result more accepting of the Christian
message. After waiting several years, during which time the German missionaries
seriously considered drawing back from such a seemingly hopeless endeavor, there
began at last a mass movement among the Kolers that at the turn of the century
resulted in a new Christian church with around 100,000 members. That approach,
in which the Germans organized and fostered its multitudes, was exemplary and
well worth studying.
At the entry to their ield is the city and railroad station Purulia, known for one of
the largest colonies of lepers in India, founded by the Gossner Mission with
government support. I was received kindly by its administrator, the missionary
Wagner, who was married to a Swede. He showed me what Christian love built in
order to be able to extend a helping hand to the most miserable among the
miserable, an entire community of 600 lepers with a church in the middle and rows
of simple accommodations, where the sick were for as long as possible themselves
taking care of their household in order not to suffer from idleness. With such a
purpose there were shops on their street, where they for their own satisfaction
made their purchases within common cost limits for all. And at the side of the colony
there was even a home for “untainted children” of parents who are lepers, who they
wanted to save from the danger of infection and to assist them in achieving useful
objectives in life. When you saw the church full of lepers, who listened to the
Christian instruction and participated as well as they could in the Christian hymns,
then you could have nothing other than a strong impression that Jesus still lived and
continued almost invisibly to do well against misery. Since these relief activities for
the lepers have at their disposal chamogra oil and lately, through the Swedish
professor Reenstierna, a remedy that appears to be even more effective and that
makes possible a signi icant departure from cures from the large institutions
providing treatment, and thereby new scope or those waiting outside, which in
India was still an incalculable multitude of people.
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From Purulia I had a trip of around 100 kilometers to the Gossner Mission’s
headquarters in Ranchi, where I travelled for ¾ of a day in a new means of
transport, “pushpush”, a long sheltered four wheeled cart, where you could stretch
out and sleep during the night. Pulling was carried out by four fast running coolies,
who were changed at certain places, so that the cart rolled forward for the 100
kilometers without any break. Today of course both car and train can cover the
same distance in a couple of hours. In Ranchi I was met by one of this Mission’s
pioneers, Dr. Nottrott, who has made a reputation both through Bible translation
and research into the Kolers’ religion. At the headquarters resided, in addition to a
series of German missionaries with their branches of work, priest and teacher
training colleges, vocational school, boys’ and girls’ schools and book printing shop,
that every large Mission over time cannot do without. I was especially interested in
the priests’ training college, where the Koler church’s future native leaders were
educated. In this newly established church they had by no means come so far as our
priests in South India, however they saved their church throughout the upheaval of
wartime, when they lost all their missionaries, with far less contributions from
outside than the Leipzig Mission’s Christians received from Sweden and Denmark.
On the church tower in Ranchi you could observe the marks from cannon balls
reminding you of another troubling time, the big Sepoy rebellion in 1857.

6. As a tourist in Benares, Delhi and Agra
To travel through Northern India without getting an impression of these cities would
be hardly justi iable, even if the study of missions was one’s main interest. However,
I didn’t have more than a day in each place and used the nights for trips between
them by train.
Benares is India’s sacred city ahead of all others, and to end one’s days there and to
have one’s ashes sprinkled in the surging Ganges River is considered by Hindus to be
a sure way to the soul’s uni ication with the Godhead (like drops of water unify with
and disappear into the ocean). A large part of the shore is also taken up with places
to burn the dead, and the smoke from them rises up in the sky around the clock. I
was rowed out in a boat for a bit out on the Ganges, from where one has the best
overall view of the city with its in inite rows of Hindu temples and several mosques
and the multi-colored crowds of people, who bathed below the steps to the riverbed.
To bathe in the Ganges’ sacred, but for our eyes so dirty, water is also considered of
course by the Hindus to have a special effect in cleansing sins. From a distance,
Benares appears to be a magni icent city, but does not gain by being observed closer
up. The streets are narrow and dirty, and the religious types that you ind there in
such quantity seem generally repulsive. Even the temples are often dis igured by
obscene pictures and sculptures. Hinduism has more beautiful sides to offer than
that which comes to the eye of the stranger on a leeting visit to this scared city of
Benares. But a visitor is likely to say the same also about the Christian’s sacred city,
Jerusalem!
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Delhi is India’s old emperor’s city, full of ruins and partly maintained magni icent
monuments from the time when Moslem rulers (from the Great Mongols’ dynasty)
ruled much of the Indian subcontinent from there. Only in our generation did it
recover its old rank as the seat of the English Central Government, and in connection
with this has for an enormous cost built up a new splendid district (New Delhi)
outside the old Delhi’s walls. At the time of my visit however one knew nothing
about such plans. Most impressive of what I saw in Delhi was surely “Jumna
Mushid”, probably the world’s biggest mosque, that in its open area in front
accommodates several thousand Mohammedan worshippers. Unfortunately I was
not there on a Friday (the Mohammedan’s weekly compulsory day of prayer), so that
I could get to see such a crowd gathered there. I made a short call also at the Oxford
Mission’s headquarters, where the Scottish missionary C. F. Andrews, who later
became so famous, had recently began his missionary path.
I then came to Agra, of course with the main purpose of seeing the world’s most
wonderful structure, the Taj Mahal (“the poem in marble”), with which Shah Jehan
wanted to immortalize his favorite wife’s memory and in so doing certainly
succeeded as no one before or after him. I saw the monument both in the brilliance
of the midday sun and in the moonlight of the evening, and it is a sight that is
capturing and that you will never forget. While I was walking there in thought in the
shadow of the nobly shaped dome, I heard a Swedish word and discovered that I
stood by another Swedish missionary, who was out on the same matter as I was,
Pastor J. Nilen from Fosterland Foundation’s mission ield in Central India. It suited
me very well of course that this represented precisely the next goal of my trip, and
here I already got to know that I was expected there and welcome.
7. At the Evangelical Fosterland Foundation’s Mission in Central India
From the lat country around the Ganges and its many tributaries I took the train at
the end of a day trip straight south from Agra in a woody highland, that both with
regard to nature and climate differed considerably from all that I had seen until then
in India. The Foundation’s main station is located here in the residential cities of the
three administrative districts Saugor, Chhindwara and Betul.
In Saugor I was met by the missionary H. Lundborg, father of the world famous Einar
Lundborg who was part of the unlucky Nobile’s expedition. Among the Foundation’s
missionaries I immediately felt homesick, easily explained by my earlier association
with Fosterland Foundation people both in Lycksele and Ume and a couple of
special occasions in Johannelund. I was there in 1899 when Professor Kolmodin
ordained Anna Andersson for the missionary calling; she was a daughter in a Ume
family that was close to me. I saw her again just now here in Saugor. Nowhere else
did I stay as long as here in this ield, an entire three weeks. The Foundation’s
Mission in India aimed in the beginning to bring the Gospel to the Ghonders, a
mountain people in the Central Provinces who very much reminded one of the
previously referred to Kolers and Santals. However, a ravaging famine at the
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beginning of the 1880s forced their workers to take another course. It became a
“save the children” policy, when they suddenly found themselves faced with the task
of doing something for the many thousands of orphan famine children of all kinds of
castes, perhaps mostly Ghonder, who in leeing to the mission stations saw their only
salvation. The calls for help reached the Swedish friends of missions, and thus their
emissaries were in a position to be able to construct huge orphanages in both
Saugor and Shhindwaraboth for boys and for girls, at times with up to 500 children
in each orphanage. And Lundborg was a big builder in this area. But in this way
most of the strength of the missionaries was connected to residential cities, and the
tasks among the Ghonders in the forested areas were forced into the background.
At the time of my visit this work had resulted in an initial formation of a
congregation and a series of institutions for educating youth and helping them
pursue a life vocation, in addition to the usual schools, training college and
vocational school for different crafts and agricultural settlements. Moreover they
work by visiting zenanas and through reading rooms where you can even reach the
Hindus with lectures and discussions. Lundborg also had an assignment as Pastor
for an English military division that was located in his city. From Saugor I took trips
to a nearby train station, Khurai where Enok Hedberg lived with his sister as a young
missionary, and recently had a ine missionary’s residence constructed, together
with the agricultural colony in Bhagtari.
The continued trip to the next center for the Foundation’s activities, Chhindwara,
was tiresome. First one day’s travel in a big curve to the railroad station Narsingpur,
and from there two nights and a day travelling in an ox wagon for one hundred
kilometers. It was a big help that the ox wagon was sent to meet me by friends in
Chhindwara, considering that to arrange such a trip on one’s own out in the
countryside, where no one understood a word of English, was no small matter. The
last few dozen kilometers I travelled in a one-horse carriage, in which the
missionary C. F. Lindroth came to meet me – he had recently had the joy of seeing his
son obtain a chair as a professor of theology at Uppsala University. I was also a guest
of the Lindroth home during my several days’ long stay in Chhindwara. The work
here was carried out along the same lines as in Saugor, where the training college,
which was for the whole ield collectively, was based. The Director was the
missionary Danielsson, who a few years later would be appointed in Uppsala as an
Honorary Doctor for his literary merits. He wrote and translated a lot of textbooks
to the Hindu language that were also used in other missions. There were also placed
here a number of male and female missionaries from the different branches of work,
and we had several opportunities to refresh our fellowship in the different homes,
where hymns from the Hymns of Sion were practiced diligently.
At last I also came to the Betul district, again driven for a day at no cost by ox wagon
and in the one horse carriage of my kindly hosts. In Betul there were no institutions
like those at the previously mentioned main stations, but greater attention could
therefore be given to the tasks of direct evangelisation, then under the leadership of
the capable missionary Rensaa. An outpost of great signi icance had been founded a
few kilometers north in Nimpani by the Iwar missionary family, where I made a visit
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that was unfortunately too short. During the time of famine they had enabled the
digging of huge wells that enabled large areas of the country to be irrigated. In this
way a lourishing farmland cultivation colony emerged that saved many from death
by starvation and at the same time was a foothold for the Christian congregation
that was gradually established there.
During my short stay in Nimpani the missionary N. Ar n came there from his station
in Chicholi among the Ghonders in the highlands speci ically to meet me. Our
meeting was barely for one hour but had the initial result that in the following year
he made a return visit to the Swedish Church’s mission ield in the South, and that
we next some time afterwards began a correspondence paper together to maintain
fellowship among the two ields’ missionaries. The paper had the name
“Unity” (harmony), hectographed by Ar n and published for two years, until in the
prime of his life he died of climate fever. We two were the irst to establish personal
links between our mission ields and afterwards had numerous followers. Lately
since communications have been improved, it has been all the more common that
the Foundation’s missionaries during the hot times seek to go to our Kodaikanal
instead of the Himalayan Mountains as they did previously. And serious plans have
been proposed to build their own rest home there, so much the more that at our
place they have access both to the Swedish school for missionaries’ children and to
Swedish church services in our church building that we share with the Leipzig
Mission.
From Nimpani I travelled in a kind of mail coach to the closest train station, Itarsi,
took the train to Bombay, strolled around there for one day as a tourist and visited,
inter alia, “The Tower of Silence”, on Malabar Hill, where the Parsis put out there
dead to be devoured by vultures. These vultures can sometimes even darken the sky
when they gather for the macabre feast to which they have been invited. Two and a
half days’ further train journey via Madras took me back to Anaikadu, and the richly
rewarding North Indian study journey was at an end. I do not forget the
homesickness that came over me when I reached the Tamil language border again,
and could communicate directly with the country’s children, which I had to forsake
the whole time that I was in the many unfamiliar language areas.
Chapter 9. As a missionary in Anaikadu-Patukota 1904-1907
Finally after all the preparation I was ready to begin (with stress on begin) work as
an independent missionary. My irst task was to make the necessary preparations
for the of icial visit that would take place in Anaikadu in connection with Professor
Danells’ visit to the Indian ield in the same year. It was a privilege to have such a
visit from my former ethics teacher, who certainly once harshly rebuked me for
super iciality and inappropriate hastiness in my theological studies, but who, when
he later was a member of the Mission’s board of directors and had to deal with me,
gave me his extraordinary friendship. He came accompanied by my predecessor in
the place, Teodor Blomstrand, newly returned from Sweden and now located in
Madura, and lived in my thatch-roofed cottage. And again I had to undergo
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examinations, set in completely different formats than when they took place in the
professor’s room in Uppsala. His visit ended with the general Mission’s conference
in Madura, where I served him as his secretary. From that conference originated,
inter alia, by-laws for our South India Mission, and on the same occasion I myself
was given the assignment to launch immediately the long planned establishment of a
station in Patukota, which would involve my moving from the village of Anaikadu to
the city.
The year 1905 came to be mainly in the nature of construction activities, and I was
forced to dig into all the details of Indian construction so that I would not be
completely deceived by the Indian masons and carpenters I had to deal with.
Theyare often really skillful in their trades but seldom to be trusted regarding the
quality of the material, stringently carried out and invoices delivered, if they
believed that they could appropriate for themselves any pro it from an
inexperienced controller. There were many trips, sometimes twice a day, to cover
the ive kilometers between Anaikadu and Patukota, which was completely
exhausting by bicycle on the sandy road. The idea then occurred to me that I could
become at least partly independent of the ox wagon by purchasing a motorcycle; I
had in that regard during the North India trip seen the irst price list with detailed
description at a German mission station. The idea became reality, and the German
machine from Wanderer Werke was registered as No. 1 in Tanjore district (to which
Padukota belonged). With real excitement I heard an internal combustion engine’s
clatter for the irst time, and in the beginning people readily gathered together
wherever I went, sometimes also with God’s help to reach crowds of people with
evangelical messages. But it was of course troublesome that you could not get to
buy a drop of gasoline anywhere closer than South India’s capital Madras.
At the same time the branch line to Padukotah was being built to its current end
point Arantangi, with which there was, inter alia, a better connection with the
neighbouring station Pudukotah, 40 kilometers from there. From this we were
driven to construct an out station in Arantangi; the previously mentioned newly
converted Christian women Pakiam came there. She had her home village in the
district and now had decided to invest her fortune in construction of a house and
from there to seek to win over her heathen kinfolk to Christianity. She soon no
doubt won over a sister and a brother and his wife together with the little boy
Arokiam [“houseboy”] who with time became the doctor in Tirupattur. A donation
from a parishioner in Anaikadu put me in the position to buy a plot of land there and
to build a schoolhouse, and soon there was a lourishing school in operation with
four male and female teachers. That was a good starting point for evangelical work
both in the city and in surrounding villages, and it was always refreshing for me
when I could tear myself away from building tasks in Patukotah and encamp myself
in Arantangi for a couple of days. There I enjoyed and appreciated a small
congregation of 15-20 members with Pakiam the leading and inspirational soul, who
like Lydia from Thyatira (Acts 16:14-15) showered the missionary with hospitality
in her house.
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From Arantangi I could easily make a visit to Pudukotah, where we now had two
missionaries’ families: besides the Bexell’s also the Henman family; and for the
bachelor in Anaikadu it was certainly good for both body and soul to be refreshed in
the company of these dear friends. They sometimes also came for return visits to
Anaikadu where it was also appreciated that a woman’s eye exercised some
supervision over the bachelor’s household and wardrobe. Unfortunately this
supervision came too late, as Mrs. Bexell to her dismay discovered that part of the
outer clothing that I had not worn since I was in Sweden was hopelessly eaten up by
moths and other insects.
Normally I preached every other Sunday in Anaikadu and used with a lot of effort
jointly written and properly corrected sermons for the Sundays in between in
Patukotah and Arantangi. Preaching to the heathens was practiced at the weekly
markets at the above places, and in addition I sought as a Christian messenger to
mingle with the previously referred to Visvanath Ajer and his circle of acquaintances
whom he brought together with me. I began to plan how I could more effectively
ful ill my role as a missionary after moving to Patukotah, and with my Brahmin
friends willingly promised support I made the bold decision to publish a newspaper
to bring about the desired contact with the city’s population. It was called
“Patukotah’s Friend” and on 1 January 1906 a trial edition was issued in 500 copies,
which were distributed for free. The format was somewhat larger than normal
typewriter paper and the publication dates were on the irst and ifteenth of each
month. The price for a subscription could not be set at more than 40 re a year, the
price of a single copy was 2 re and it was printed in Madras. The content was
comprised of leading articles on any current topic that I sought to illuminate from a
Christian standpoint, local news for which I could easily get outside correspondents
and that above all made the newspaper sought after by the readership, general news
taken from similar newspapers, a section for questions and answers on religious
subjects, and notices about Christian literature, books and tracts that were for sale at
the Mission’s station. The circulation was not more than between 150 and 200
copies and therefore did not even pay for one half of the printing costs. The
Mission’s representative, Dr. Sandegren, at irst reprimanded me because I had
engaged in an enterprise that looked so important without getting the Mission
Council’s concurrence, but after he listened to my defense, he was the irst to send
me a private donation to cover me against economic loss. Other friends in Sweden
made up for the rest, with the thought that the expense from the Mission’s
standpoint was justi iable. In the long run it was not easy keeping the newspaper
alive virtually on my own, as Visvanath Ajers’ promised help was soon abandoned,
when he got a hint from those above him that he should not be involved in it. It was
published however for two and a half years, until my transfer to Tirupattur.
Since local newspapers are found in all the larger cities, I consider that it is more
practical that missionaries who have the desire and inclination to\use these
newspapers to put forward their good message. Objective informed articles without
controversy and without attacks against other religions in general would not be
refused, but rather welcomed.
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In the same month when “Padukotah’s Friend” came out, I also made the new
missionary’s residence ready, so that I could move to Padukotah. The opening
ceremony was celebrated with great splendour in the presence of most of our
missionary corps who were on the way to the annual synod in Tranquebar. Mrs.
Bexell took on the role of hostess, and every corner of the spacious bungalow with
verandahs around it was well used. It also served as a model for the two missionary
residences that were built later under my supervision in Tirupattur. Even the city’s
population was interested in the breaking in of the new era and in the irst
European’s house in their city, and the people involved in the building sector were
duly appreciative. Shortly before our irst Mission doctor, Dr. Kugelberg, had arrived
in India with his wife, and as there was plenty of room In Padukotah, it happened
quite naturally that they moved to my place to pursue their language studies here.
However it didn’t take long before these studies were gravely disturbed by people
beginning to stream into the missionary’s residence to seek help from the doctor for
their many ailments. To begin with, he took them to a bathroom with the assistance
of his wife, who was a trained nurse. For the Swedish doctor, who shortly before
had all the modern resources at his disposal at the Swedish Academic Hospital, it
was of course highly unsatisfactory to work under these primitive conditions, along
the lines of a quack doctor. In any case the result had to be quite satisfactory, or
perhaps there was something in the Christian love that these sick people
experienced for the irst time. In short, the in low at last became so strong that
privacy at home in our joint residence ended completely. To give ourselves some
relief we rented a house located nearby on a city street, where the sick could go at
speci ic times, where smaller operations could be carried out and also some “inpatients” could be received and cared for. At the same time an Indian assistant
physician, a pharmacist for medical supplies and two or three additional assistants
were engaged. Here Kugelberg worked for two years, until we lost our hospital
activities to Tirupattur; as an eye specialist he restored the sight of hundreds of
blind people. Even Pakiam came here from Arantangi with the dying “houseboy”, her
relative, that she found in a village during an evangelisation trip with Amy
Lagerquist. Dr. Kugelberg managed with unbelievable dif iculty to save his life. And
he became later on a doctor, as was said earlier, in Tirupattur. In Padukotah I also
was assigned as “hospital preacher” with the assistance of Ester Peterson in the
women’s section.
Just as I completed the missionaries’ residences, I had to continue building activities
with the construction of a schoolhouse that accommodated an easily accessible
reading room for the city’s population. At the same time I also constructed a tennis
court that was solemnly consecrated with a speech in Tamil about the matter: “A
healthy soul in a healthy body”. Both of them were intended to serve the evangelical
goal of promoting personal contacts with Hindus of the higher classes.
During my time alone I did not really understand anything about sickness, but since
I had the doctor’s family in the house and in this way the best possible help within
reach, it was time for me to have experiences in this area also. A quite serious case
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From the year 1906 should not be forgotten the 200th year Jubilee in Tranquebar in
memory of the irst evangelical missionaries’ landing in India on the 9th of July 1706.
The Jubilee was celebrated with large attendance of the Tamil Christians as well as
representatives of other Lutheran missions in India, the irst attempt at an all
Lutheran gathering there. Pastor Lohmann came as special representative from
Leipzig and unveiled the large granite monument on which Ziegenbalg and
Pl tschaus were named, which was made possible by a collection within the Tamil
Church. It is situated a short distance from the ocean beach in the open place that
on our side is lanked by two 17th century buildings that are still standing, the
former Dansborg fort (where one can still see the prisoner’s cell where Ziegenberg
was put for a while by a hostile governor), and the former Danish colonial church,
now owned and used by the English Association for Expanding Evangelism in
Foreign Countries. The missionaries’ gathering for the Jubilee was assigned to a
Lutheran Church in Kodi, and Pastor Lohmann administered the celebratory laying
of the foundation stone. Our own Mission commemorated the year with the
construction of the beautiful Zions Church in Pudukotah under Heuman’s direction.
I myself had my third building assignment that year in initiating the building of a
second rest home in Kodi, the duplex Gothia-Lapponia. It was supervised and
brought to completion by a retired English engineer on the spot.
On the last day of the year I had a sad experience in Anaikadu that cast its shadows
pretty far ahead. It involved a ight with my caste-proud Kaller (thieve’s caste)
congregation. It was considered obvious at that time that Christian outcastes would
come to communion after all the others and preferably by themselves, at least in a
country parish with a majority of caste Christians. I had a kind and pious outcaste
cook, and considered it not Christian that he and his family would always be isolated
from the rest of the congregation at the table of the Lord. Some younger
congregation members understood my feelings and promised to take action to
correct the matter by coming to communion together with the outcaste cook in the
inal round of communion. Such a mix, that was moreover completely surprising,
got on the nerves of the old caste men, so that they ostentatiously got up and left the
church while muttering amongst themselves, which of course to a great extent
disrupted the New Year’s Eve celebratory church service. With some more
experience in the country I probably would not have judged this scene so seriously
as now happened and perhaps fought the caste system more intelligently. Now I
fought the congregation arbitrarily with a kind of “injunction” in that I explained that
until those responsible apologized for the scandal they had created, they would not
be allowed to see me again in Anaikadu. Those who needed to meet me as Pastor
would have to take the trouble to look for me in Patukotah. Two months passed
without hearing any apology, and I dare say it was dreadfully sad on both sides.
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of dysentery placed me in a sickbed for three weeks, which caused the doctor’s
family a lot of trouble and worry for my sake. My energy was greatly reduced for a
couple of months after that, and it was irst after a couple of weeks’ break in
Kodaikanal, where the Blomstrand family took care of me in the most loving way,
that I fully recovered.

The year 1907 was rich with important events that sometimes separated me from
my previous assignments in Patukotah-Anaikdau and prepared the transfer to a new
ield of work. This involved the trip to Japan, the planning of the future hospital
station in Tirupattur, engagement and marriage.
Still by the ifth year I had not yet had any ordinary mountain holiday in Kodaikanal,
and now I was again prepared to give it up in order to undertake instead an even
longer trip than the last one to North India, to Japan, the “land of the rising sun”. The
Christian World Student’s Organisation, under the leadership of Karl Fries and John
Mott organized for the irst time in the Far East a World Meeting, which assembled
in Tokyo in April 1907. Because of my earlier associations with this organisation
and some of its leaders it felt very tempting to attend such a meeting. I was able to
join a delegation from the student movement in India, certainly at my own cost but
however with free board and lodging and other bene its that the Japanese took care
of for their foreign guests. And the Mission Board of Directors granted me a month’s
leave in addition to the usual Kodi holiday, so that I had three months at my disposal.
While these plans for the Japanese trip were being worked out, our mission’s ield,
also in connection with the above Tokyo meeting, received three much appreciated
visits from Sweden, by Doctor Fries and his wife and Miss Ingeborg Wikander. I was
to meet the Fries family a short distance outside of Arantangi, when they came from
Padukotah in their very uncomfortable one horse carriage (“jutka”, where you sit on
the loor with a low tarpaulin roof on top of you). They visited my newly begun
school in Arantangi, and the Hindu children showed what they had learned about
Bible stories. We then took the train to Padukotah, where Dr. and Mrs. Kugelberg
took over as hosts in our communal residence. We didn’t have so much missionary
work to show in this newly founded station, actually only a seed for the magni icent
growth that soon came about in Tirupattur. However, Visvanath Ajer attracted Dr.
Fries’ great interest, so much the more in that I could report to him that this
Brahmin had as well as decided to accompany me on the trip to Japan. He had
allocated all his savings for this purpose and had even ensured the necessary leave
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Cohesiveness in the village of course prevented those who perhaps wished it to
remain in association with their pastor in Padukotah. At last there came a
representation led by Dr. Samuel Pillay (who later became an extremely valuable
assistant when Tirupattur station was constructed) and handed over to me a
blistering indictment, copied to the Mission Council, that requested intervention
and an end to the schism between a senseless missionary and his congregation.
Missionaries C. J. Sandegren and D. Bexell came, and there was a lengthy hearing in
Anailandu Church, where I took full blame for my reckless interference in and
criticism of their social customs, the importance of which I did not have the slightest
idea, etc. The result was that they received a serious reprimand for their not being
Christian in their caste traditions, but also a great deal of backing when it concerned
judging the inexperienced missionary’s not so wise approach. For this he
apologized and promised that in the future the ight against the caste system would
follow more evangelical lines. And since then we worked well together.

from his duties. Fries offered voluntarily to contribute a part of the travel costs, in
the event that the trip materialized. And I could do no other than hope vigorously
that the Christian atmosphere of which my Indian friend must be embraced in such a
trip, would become for him an important aid in committing himself to Christ. But
there were others who feared such an outcome. When all seemed clear for the trip’s
beginning, a family council met, directed by some Brahmin priests who explained
that certain necessary family ceremonies prohibited his absence from home at that
time. With sorrow in his heart he found himself obliged to bow to the demands of
the family. It was probably his life’s biggest deciding moment. Since he then fell
short after that clear calling that reached him, it was if his soul’s longing stagnated.
The question of Christ was decided for him in a negative direction.
After having given us all great spiritual refreshment, the Fries family also looked
around in other parts of India, especially in the center for S.P.C.A. activities where Dr
Fries diligently served as lecturer. They took other routes to the Far East than those
of the remainder of the European delegation so that we next bumped into each other
again in Tokyo.
Chapter 10 The trip to Japan and China March to May 1907
My duties in Patukotah were handled during my absence by Carl Sandegren. This
involved inter alia the editing of “Padukotah’s Friend”, which at that time was
published with barely one edition a month and mainly contained letters about my
experiences during the trip.
It was a select collection of young Indians who were included in the delegation to the
Tokyo meeting. There were eleven of them, among them a lady, from all parts of
India’s enormous continent, from different castes and having different languages,
and representing all that Christian India had of the inest of college youth. For a
young missionary it was exceptionally valuable during the six-week boat trip there
and back to be so closely acquainted with them all. Of course I was the closest to the
two Tamils; one was the now well-known Bishop Azariah of Dornakal and the other
was Professor Kinsbury, who in his youth broke off from his family to follow Christ
(his father was a judge in Pudukotah), then at one time was a teacher in the
Bangalore theological college and recently received a pension as professor in Tamil
at the University in Colombo. One of the companions from North India is now a
bishop in the Methodist Church. Another was formerly a Moslem, four were
Brahmins from Bengal and Marattas, and there was a Sengalese from Ceylon. Miss
Lilavathi Singh was a Sikh like the famous Sundur Singh. In addition to me were two
missionaries from India, namely Sherwood Eddy, who some years previously
worked in the American Madura Mission and also learned Tamil, and is considered
to have laid the groundwork for Azariah’s later career, also a S.P.C.A. secretary from
Calcutta. The group came to Colombo on the same day as a North-German Lloyds
steamer landed with 50 participants from different European countries in order to
take us all further on to Japan. The Christian organisations in Colombo showed us
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their interest by inviting us to a “tea party” in a wonderful garden, where numerous
talks were held and we got our irst impression of the international varied company
that we now would belong to in the several weeks ahead.
Thus began the boat trip. We rounded Ceylon and steered east in the loveliest
weather imaginable and in a travelling company that hardly could have provided
better interactions. There were games and sports on board, but seriousness also
had its given place in this group of young people. Sherwood took charge of the joint
prayer sessions, and his inspirational Bible studies on the Epistle to the Colossians,
that lasted the greater part of the trip was part of something that we would never
forget. The Indians attracted much attention among the other passengers, and one
after another of them, also Miss Singh, were invited to the irst class lounge (we
otherwise travelled in second class) to hold talks on Indian conditions in the areas in
which they were most interested. It is certain that many of those who despised the
missions had their views on the matter broadly adjusted in view of the noble fruits
of mission activities that were placed before them.
The irst port city that we called on was the beautifully situated Penang on an island
outside of the Malacca peninsula. Many Tamils, even Christians, have emigrated to
these areas, and the Leipzig Mission sent irst missionaries and later Tamil pastors
to take care of the Lutheran emigrants, who at that location were organized into
three self-maintained parishes in association with the Lutheran Tamil Church. Thus
I was met on the quay in Penang by a Tamil pastor, whom I previously knew well in
India. During several hours’ stay in the port I didn’t have time to see his work,
mainly located on the mainland, but he told me something about it while he took me
around in Penang’s wonderful city park, where tropical displays of colour beat all
records. The Chinese had already made their mark on the city, and it was surprising
to ind that in general houses were made of teak wood, and often on posts high
above the ground. I spoke to some road-workers, who looked like they were Tamils,
and their happy surprise to meet a European who could speak their language here in
a foreign land was touching. And they became even more excited when they heard
that I knew their home area in Tanjore District. It was as if they had had a visit
from a close relative, and they appeared to me especially thankful for a missionary
with such associations to work among emigrants who in the new surroundings were
not as likely to yield to the pressure of Hinduism as in the home village.
The next stop was in Singapore, where we almost shaved the equator without
crossing it. Here we had time for an evening meeting for Tamil Christians organized
by the Methodist Church with Azariah, Kingsbury, Eddy and me as speakers. And in
the audience I happened to meet my former gardener in Anaikadu, who shortly
before had emigrated with his family to Singapore. In India one is greeted at
celebratory occasions with a couple of lemons shoved into one’s hand, but here
came the former parishioner beaming with joy handing me two huge pineapples,
that almost were as heavy as he could lift and that became a large part of the
travelling companions’ delicious treats.
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From Singapore we headed straight north, and already after three or four days the
air became notably cooler, so that one did not like sitting in the deck chairs as much
as before. Between Hong Kong and Shanghai there was a large storm, which drove
the passengers below deck and emptied the dining rooms; and in Shanghai the
winter at the end of March had not loosened its grip, so that those of us from India,
who weren’t as well equipped with outer clothing as the others, bravely froze for
the two days that the boat stopped there.
After another day and a half we reached the irst port in Japan, Nagasaki, far up a
deep jord. In the approach one showed us the so-called Martyr’s rock, from which
thousands of Christian Japanese were thrown into the ocean and drowned. This
happened when the Catholic Christianity that from the days of Xavier had made
inroads in Japan was thrown out of the country in the 17th century for political
reasons. On the lush mountain slopes above the harbour we had our irst
connection with a Japanese teahouse and its “geishas” in traditional clothing who
handled the serving of the food and drink. The boat continued in marvelous spring
weather through Shimonoseki Strait in the so called inland lake (between the main
Japanese islands of Hondo and Shikoki), which reminded me a lot of the nature in
the Swedish Archipelago. We also made a stop in Kobe and got to see there the
much talked about cherry trees with their newly emerging blossoms and large
crowds of Japanese, who with children and wives were out celebrating the arrival of
spring. We found ourselves among a people who truly believed in God’s beautiful
nature, something on the other hand that you seldom get the feeling of in India. The
Indians’ special interest is in the sphere of the inner world.
From Kobe we went on an excursion by train to the nearby Buddhist temple city
Kioto, the former capital that nowadays also has signi icance for Christian Japan as
the location for the theological college, Doshisha College, that was founded in the
1890s by the Christian Japanese patriot Nisima. After this followed the last part of
the sea journey to Tokyo’s port city Yokohama, to a large extent in ruins after an
earthquake that had overcome the city shortly before. Moreover, earthquakes in the
form of weak tremors are an every day phenomenon in these districts so that you
quickly stop paying close attention to them. After an hour by train we at last
reached the journey’s destination. Tokyo, where we quickly spread out in different
directions in this city of over a million inhabitants. I myself was a guest of an
American missionary’s family.
The World Student Association’s Conference was held in the usual format during a
period of one week in the YMCA’s magni icent premises (which later on in the big
1923 earthquake was razed to the ground). The novelty was the huge contingent of
students from the Far East, Chinese, Koreans and Japanese, together around 150
with 150 participants from other countries. The motto was “Unum in Christo” (One
in Christ), and the song book that was passed out contained (with musical notation)
commonly used songs and hymns in six languages: English, French, German,
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Chinese, Korean and Japanese. The Japanese deserved a lot of credit for the way
they organized the Conference and what was connected to it.
Of the greatest interest were the series of public and private receptions that were
organized for the foreign participants in a great variety of surroundings, and the
speeches that were given there. Fries and Mott were alternately spokespersons on
behalf of the Conference. One evening we were the guests of the city of Tokyo and
greeted by its mayor. I had the opportunity to have a few words with the Japanese
Foreign Minister Hayashi, who was earlier his country’s diplomatic representative
in Stockholm and therefore especially interested in Swedes. Another time we were
with the former Prime Minister, Count Okuma, one of the new Japan’s prominent
men, who always had a benevolent attitude towards Christianity, since in his youth
he had come under the in luence of the famous Dutch pioneer missionary Verbeck.
As a result of a political assassination attempt one of his legs was cut off, and now he
must cope with a wooden leg. He invited us for authentic Japanese music and a kind
of war game based on old Samurai tradition. The Samurais were the ancient
Japanese warriors to whom the host himself belonged. An industrial magnate,
Baron Goto, received us in an artistically landscaped garden, that was like a fantasy
world in the middle of the big city, and brought each of us a keepsake: a silver box
with his family’s coat of arms on the cover. The American ambassador also invited
us to a tea party, and we thought he went to unnecessary trouble when following
American custom he shook hands with each of his hundreds of guests both when
they came and when they left.
Our own envoy G. Wallenberg (deceased 1937) invited us four Swedes, the two Fries,
Ingeborg Wikander and me to lunch in the Imperial Hotel; the role of host was taken
over in his absence by the legation secretary Harald Bildt, later the Swedish envoy in
Cairo.
Immediately after the Conference there followed a kind of personally intimate
intermezzo, that again led the above four Swedes together to a celebratory gathering
in another Tokyo hotel. The reason was the announcement of my engagement on 7
April 1907 to Miss Gertrud Lange, a teacher at the Hallska School in Gothenburg.
So that this deeply far-reaching event in my life may not entirely hang in the air for
readers, I am obliged to give some indications of how it came about. It may also
serve to show how clearly sometimes divine guidance can intervene to solve such a
matter in life for a lonely missionary. Already I have mentioned the leeting meeting
with a young teacher when I was passing through Gothenburg on the trip out to
India. Four years went by without any further thought in that direction. Then came
the two weeks’ sick leave in Kodaikanal referred to above residing with the
Blomstrand family. It was completely natural for Mrs. Blomstrand to talk often about
their daughters that were then attending the Hallska School in Gothenburg, and in
this way they said many good things about their beloved teacher, Miss Lange, whom
during their visit two years earlier she got to know in person, by the way, as a warm
friend of missions. Gradually it occurred to me that it was the same Miss Lange with
whom I exchanged memories on a city street in Gothenburg about the Norwegian
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The Japanese Press had diligently reported on the World Christian Conference in the
capital and made it known throughout the country. Through this there was an
evangelical campaign that was planned as its direct continuation, an excellent
advertisement. Groups of two to three delegates who were considered suitable for
the spiritual goal were sent out in all directions, with a Japanese as interpreter and
travel arranger, to carry on the Conference’s message further in all the large cities.
Without being prepared beforehand for something like that, I suddenly found myself
chosen to be a member in such a group that was directed to the city of Kagoshima,
far to the south in the Japanese island kingdom. I undertook the assignment rather
fearfully, as I had no earlier experience speaking English publicly. But the courage
was strengthened for all of us who would go out on this campaign when we were
gathered together for a prayer session before the departure in which Eddy spoke
about the word of Jesus: “But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes
upon you, and you will be my witnesses…to the ends of the earth.” (Apostles, 1:8).
My travel companions were the Netherlander Dr. Adriani, the Singalese Dr. Silva, and
the Japanese interpreter, a young high school teacher, Nagamura. We travelled one
night by train to Osaka, in irst class, which the Japanese Government kindly granted
the foreign guests of the Conference for a third class ticket, and from there further
for a day with a little coastal steamer along Japan’s east coast to Kagoshima. Our
great disappointment was that the group’s leader, Dr. Adriani, who through some
misunderstanding arrived too late for the train in Tokyo and therefore missed the
connection with the boat, so that we were obliged to cope without him during the
widely advertised meetings. For a large part of the boat journey I sat in the little
lounge and prepared myself for the approaching talks. As a result I saw little of the
Japanese coast scenery, which was however pretty much concealed by mist and
rain. On the dock in Ksgoshima we were met by an ecumenical collection of
Christians from different denominations, who united there to get the most possible
out of the approaching evangelical days, for which the Singalese and the Swede
were now most closely responsible. We felt dreadfully ordinary at that moment.
According to the program we should irst speak to the Christians in the different
churches, then in a high school and an elementary school teachers’ seminar and
inally at a short public meeting in a theatre auditorium with a special address to
non-Christians. The task did not become easier in that we were almost always
followed by newspaper men, who diligently noted what we said. On the following
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missions’ meeting in Oslo. Her picture was then so alive for me, and my momentary
frailness and the happy family life with the Blomstrand friends had surely
strengthened in my eyes the need for the help that only a good wife can give a man.
Anyways, the result was that Mrs. Blomstrand arranged for us to exchange letters,
which after a half year of exchanging thoughts resulted in Gertrud Lange daring to
join her life with mine, although we then found ourselves on different sides of the
globe. The exchange of rings took place by telegram, and the far removed ianc e
celebrated with her friends in Gothenburg at the same time as our little Swedish
gathering in Tokyo.

days those who understand Japanese could read about it in the newspapers, where
our pictures were also included in different situations. In the high school I had great
success when I told something about Sweden’s hardships with the Russians in past
times and especially about Karl II and the battle with Narva, a subject that was just
then very current for the Japanese shortly after their big victory over Russia. - In
the seminar one of the teachers, who was Christian, translated what we said to
Japanese for us, and the Sengalese had a great deal of interesting things to relate
about the conditions in his homeland, Ceylon. At last came the big inal meeting
that we dreaded most of all. What a relief then that just on the way to experience
being the main speaker, Dr. Adriani, after numerous wanderings reached Nagoshima
some hours before the meeting was beginning! Every one of the Christians in the
city were gathered and opened the meeting by singing the song, also translated to
Japanese, “I know a door that is open”, and testimony was all aimed at the large
crowd of non-Christian listeners delivering the invitation on behalf of Christ that
was contained in that song. God’s spirit was noticeably present and supported the
weak tools so that the meeting became a genuine sowing moment for God’s
kingdom. On the next day many Kagoshima friends stood on the beach and waved at
the departing evangelists. Before the boat set off we had a farewell meeting in the
cabin with the most interested students, when we on our knees thanked God for the
past days’ experiences and asked Him to foster the Lord’s Kingdom in Kagoshima.
What a wonderful fellowship Christ had given us with these previously completely
unknown people! We again came ashore in Nagasaki and also gave service there at
an evangelical meeting, before we went on board a large steamer, that brought us
back to Shanghai in China.
In Shanghai there was celebrated just then the so called Morrison Jubilee because
100 years had passed since the Protestant mission began in China with the arrival
there of the English missionary Morrison. And most of the Europeans on the way
home from the Tokyo meeting completely naturally used this unique occasion to get
insight into the mission’s former situation in China. The location of the Shanghai
Conference was the so-called “Martyrs’ Hall”, constructed to honour the many
hundreds of missionaries, among them 46 Swedes, who were killed during the Boxer
Rebellion and whose names were engraved in the large auditorium’s walls. Here
you got to hear during one week all the leading missionaries from the numerous
mission’s organisations in China present and discuss problems that in a large way
were common to all mission’s ields but however in several places were presented
from different points of view And the India missionary could have nothing but a
great deal of compassion in comparing the conditions in his own ield with what he
saw of the mission’s work both in Japan and China. Scandinavians were also well
represented in Shanghai, and I saw again in Kiautschau a number of travel
companions from the trip out to India in 1902, including the August Berg family.
Several of us stayed with Pastor Rydberg at the former Scandinavian seamen’s home.
PP. Waldenstr m also lived there with his wife; that year he inspected the Mission
Association’s China Mission, and Karl Fries visited the Swedish Mission’s stations in
China for the same purpose. The Lecturer Waldenstr m dominated to a large extent
the fellowship and conveyed the word on the Swedes behalf when needed, for
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example at a large reception that General Counsel Bagge gave in those days for his
countrymen, most of whom were missionaries. It was a joy to listen at the time to
the warmly appreciated words about their contribution in China, seen from his
secular point of view.
Time did not permit me to see more of China outside of the port cities Shanghai and
Hong Kong, but the few days there however were as good as you could ask for.
During the return voyage to India the company expanded with a large number of
missionaries returning home from China, including the Joh. Sk ld family from the
Mission Association’s ield. Lecturer Waldenstr m was also on the same ship, and so
we gathered for daily Swedish Bible studies and prayer sessions under
Waldenstr m’s leadership. For this he used his own translation of the New
Testament and liked to dwell on the differences in his edition compared to the
normal Church edition.
In Colombo the Indian delegation separated from the remaining travelling
companions, and before our boat reached the Indian port city Tuticorin and we
dispersed across India’s huge continent, we met for a inal heart-rending farewell
session on our knees before God. I returned to Patukotah greatly refreshed in both
body and soul and with new courage for the work that lay before me.
Chapter 11. From Patukotah -- via Pudukotah – to Tirupattur 1907-1909
Interest in Japan was especially strong in India at this time. There was of course
the Japanese victory over the European major power Russia, which was the starting
point for the new self-esteem in all eastern countries in relation to Europeans that
resulted in strong nationalistic tendencies that were previously hardly known in
India. They wanted eagerly to hear about Japan from those of us who had recently
come from there, and for us to give an explanation for the country’s quick success in
all areas. We all had to allocate some time to lecturing and this naturally allowed us
eagerly to stress what we saw of the Christian contribution to the lives of the new
Japan, and how Christian Japanese contributed to their country’s greatness in the
social and religious areas. For my own part I travelled for such a purpose to
Tranquebar and Madras and subsequently used my lectures for padding in
“Patukotah’s Friend”.
Then came the task together with Kugelberg and Bexell to make a survey trip in the
southern part of our Mission’s ield for the purpose of selecting a suitable place for
the planned hospital of the Mission. What had been done for the sick in Patukotah
was merely a temporary arrangement during the doctors’ language studies, and we
never thought about getting stuck at this outer edge of our ield.
We started one evening in three ox wagons from Padukotah and arrived the
following midmorning in the little rural city of Tirupattur, one of the places that
could be considered for our objective, about half way between Pudukotah and
Madura with 65 kilometers in either direction. To use the days in the best way we
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stayed in the various places, and we had with us a couple of native evangelists with
whom we went out and preached to the heathens in the mornings and evenings. Our
residence was the tropical tent that I referred to earlier. We had a cook, who took
care of the household, and we were not hurried, but rather we inquired quietly and
slowly about the circumstances that could affect the choice of construction site for
the future hospital.
A big dif iculty overall was to come into possession of the necessary piece of land,
especially as this involved buying small plots of land together from different
owners. In addition our searches in several places were followed by mistrust on the
part of the population, who had no idea of the advantages a mission’s hospital could
give the whole surrounding district. One day one showed us a piece of land,that
with the exception of a little coconut palm grove was completely overgrown with
cacti and other bramble bushes, so that it was quite dif icult to look over and even
more dif icult to get across the area that was a haunt for snakes and scorpions. It
was said to belong to the Raja in Sivaganga, and we were advised to re lect all the
more afterwards in that its trustee, an Englishman, was believed to be able to
facilitate its purchase. We left Tirupattur after about a week with a leaning towards
the place. But at the same time it was clear to us that the path there was closed in
case we didn’t succeed to acquire this scrubland.
The next stay was in Devakotah, located 40 kilometers further south, a main town
for South India’s coin princes of the chetty (merchants’) caste and full of their
palace-like buildings that you would not expect to ind in these districts which
otherwise are most similar to a wilderness. They have the business genius of the
Jews and have collected hugh fortunes by lending out money for what we would call
usurious interest, perhaps less in India than in IndoChina or on the Malaysian
Peninsula. They are very materialistically focused and boast that no one of their
caste has ever been converted to Christianity, which however nowadays does not
apply. At the same time they give Hinduism strong support through generous
donations to temple buildings and their maintenance, with which they suppose they
make up for their often immoral business methods and in this way ensure their
souls’ redemption. Seen reasonably, missionary work among these people appears
to be virtually impossible, but on the other hand it might be that a mission’s hospital
just here would be especially appropriate for shattering the opposition against
Christian evangelism.
We were received very politely by these chetties, and like Indians in general they
gladly entered into conversation on religious subjects. It was quite touching to hear
one of them with deep gravity exclaim that: “Yes , if you could merely show us a way
to escape from death, we would all be ready to convert to Christianity together”. We
tried to explain to them the signi icance of the Christian belief in the resurrection of
the dead, and an eternal life, but as we could not promise them to be freed from
bodily death, they could not ind Christianity to be more advantageous than the
religion of their forefathers. They clearly showed that they did not want to have any
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The trip continued south to Sivaganga, where the Englishman referred to above, Mr.
Millar, received us as his guests and was an invaluable help for the accomplishment
of our goal. When he advised us against thinking about Sivaganga as a construction
place but at the same time promised that he would support our request to buy the
Rajah’s scrubland in Tirupattur, it became all the clearer to us to where the line was
pointing. Moreover, Tirupattur was situated about in the middle of our mission’s
ield at that time and in a district that was very poorly treated by fortune in the
matter of provisions on the part of the government to help sick people. The
communications were bad and the distance to the railway was long, but it was
considered to be almost an advantage for our purpose. Because of this there was
less risk of being overburdened by patients from far away and we could hope to
more easily maintain contact with those who came from a more limited area.
However, on the last point we found that we had calculated incorrectly. Already
before motor cars eliminated the isolation, eye patients were coming to Tirupattur
from an area as big as Sweden if not bigger!
We ended our survey trip with a deviation to the famous place for pilgrims,
Ramesvaram, that the Hindus esteem to be equivalent to Benares. To have walked
from Benares in the north to Ramesvaram in the south, with stops of course at the
different temple places in between, is the greatest imagineable achievement for a
Hindu pilgrim. Today these pilgrim journeys are generally by train, but it was in any
case a quite demanding enterprise. Ramesvaram is located on an island where the
strait between Ceylon and India is at its narrowest, partly built over twenty years
ago by a railroad line, so that the sea journey to Ceylon takes barely two hours on a
steamer.
We went by sailboat over to Ramesvaram and visited the largest temple in the
Dravidian style that exceeds all that Benares can show in that way, with a never
ceasing stream of pilgrims. A swim at the sandy beach outside the temple is
considered to have a power of spiritual cleansing similar to the Ganges River at
Benares. It is of great importance for such pilgrims to witness the source that at
Golgata lows up to wash away all sins and impurities.
After several months with the usual tasks in Patukota, Anaikadu and Arantangi it
was time in November to prepare for the wedding and as a prelude for that to meet
and fetch my betrothed in Columbus. At the same time we had a most highly
welcome strengthening of our missionary corps with the arrival of Pastors Johannes
Sandegren and Victor Johnsson together with Miss Ellen H kansson and Maria
Pettersson. The Blomstrand family in Madura had kindly undertaken to act as hosts
at the wedding several days later, but had immediately before also received all our
missionaries who used the occasion to gather for the annual conference. There the
de initive decision was made to construct our Mission’s hospital in Tirupattur, and I
was chosen as supervisor for the extensive building work, which also involved
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mission’s station in their city and consequently as much as decided that we could
not get the necessary piece of land there.

however continuing to reside 130 kilometers away in distant Patukotah. Without
the help of the motorcycle such an arrangement would hardly have been
imagineable.
The marriage day came, and the wedding took place in the Salvation Church which
was decorated with lotus lowers. There Missionary Blomstrand talked about the
words: “See, I am with you always until the end of time.” My Brahmin friend
Visvanath Ajer had turned up from Patukotah with presents according to the Indian
custom, and as bride’s maid we had a younger sister of Gurubatham, my special
friend since my time in Padukotah, whom his parents had sent the whole long way to
Madura as their representative. (She died several years later to the great sorrow of
us all.) Ernst Heuman talked so beautifully for the bridal couple at the dinner; the
Tamils, for whom marriage is life’s incomparable festival, congratulated us in the
usual way with garlands of lowers etc., and when the evening came, we took the
train that brought us to Patukotah the next morning via Trichinopoly and Tanjore.
There we were met by a large number of Indian friends, who followed us in a
procession from the train station to the missionary’s residence. A light rain fell from
the seemingly clear sky; the Indians considered that to be a very good omen for the
newly weds’ future.
There was not much home life in the usual sense until after a year and a half we
obtained our house ready-built in Tirupattur. Until then we actually lived out of a
suitcase, in the beginning with board and lodging at the Kugelbergs in Patukotah,
then during the hot time in1908 for several months in the thatch roofed cottage in
Anaikadu, scantily repaired, as we had more room there, and the heat out in the
country and nearer the ocean was less sti ling than in the city. After that we moved
to Padukotah to be nearer the building site and again with board and lodging, now at
the Bexell’s, until they travelled home to Sweden. The time after that we lived
mostly in a tent, with a palm leaf hut as a day room outside of it, in the palm grove
on the scrubland that we succeeded in acquiring in Tirupattur. Building supervision
there took up most of my time, at least half of every month, and the newly married
wife was therefore often left alone, as long as she didn’t take the risk and let my
motorcycle tow her woman’s bicycle with a rope for the 90 kilometers between
Arantangi and Tirupattur. It sometimes happened that the rope slackened and
wound itself up in her front wheel, which inevitably resulted in a tumble. Such trips
were tiresome to come to the uncomfortable living conditions at the building site, so
I usually got to live there alone. And the young wife sought during that time to drive
off the loneliness by throwing herself with all her might into Tamil studies, which
later were very helpful for her even for direct missionary work.
My irst task in Tirupattur was to clear away the immense scrub thickets that
covered most of the future Mission’s station, so that you could plan for the buildings
that would be constructed. I imported some Christian families from a village in
Padukotah city. They built themselves palm leaf huts, and for two months they were
busy from morning to night with clearing out the thickets. They did not walk
without the thorns, that often had barbs on them, giving them many bloody wounds,
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Seldom do you manage a land purchase in India without disputes about the borders,
until you fence off your area with a wall. In Tirupattur there was also a quite
troublesome dispute about an old burial ground very close to the polyclinic
building. A rebel against the Indian Government was said to have been hung and
buried there a hundred years ago. His relatives, who previously did not seem to have
been concerned about the grave, now suddenly showed exceptional interest in it.
They began to perform various ceremonies, and one day we found a picture of an
idol with a simple roof erected on the grave, and in this way it was in fact turned
into a Hindu temple. According to the law in India, such a place is sacred and of
course exempted from all land transactions. For us this was a highly unpleasant
surprise to ind that we had a heathen temple in the mission’s yard with all the
people crowded around and the heathen turmoil that could go with it in the future.
The dif iculty was solved initially through a Hindu youngster, who came with me
from Patukotah and was being prepared for baptism while working on the building.
The following night completely on his own he took down the picture of the idol and
buried it in the jungle, so that until this day no one knows where it is. Then we
posted a guard at the grave, and the relatives did not risk losing another idol again.
Instead they came several days later and wanted to build a roof over the four stone
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and they were constantly watching out for poisonous snakes and scorpions. Such
clearing of the land was delayed a lot in that ire did not burn the thick and juicy
cactus plants until they died and had dried for a month. If one is in a hurry to get rid
of them, it is usual to bury them in deep ditches, but with the risk that they would
quickly grow again. Lately however they have found an insect that became a great
help in the battle against the tropics’ worst weeds. They spread out and are as
unbelievably dif icult to uproot as sin and are gladly used in religious speeches as a
picture of man’s sinful nature. They even of course sometimes curl up on beautiful
lowers! And so the missionary comes back to his northern homeland and inds
these nasty cacti taken care of attentively and admired in nice lower pots! This
admiration would probably end, if you were clearing cacti in Tirupattur! At last we
had enough unobstructed land so that the foundation for the irst buildings could be
constructed. There were two bungalows for the doctor and the missionary priest
together with the irst ward, the polyclinic building. The digging of the foundation
was carried out, and the walls began to rise. The brick was made and ired on the
spot while the clearing work was ongoing. My tough opponent from the caste ight
in Anaikadu, Samuel Pillay, was my closest aide and assistant controller. I also
brought there the master bricklayer who built the Patukota bungalow, together with
his skilled caste people. They also lived in their own huts on our land, so that when
the evening came and they cooked their rice in a row of camp ires, you could believe
that you had come upon an entire little village. Helpers in the necessary number
were available from the surrounding countryside. Doors and windows complete
with frames made from teak wood were purchased from a woodworking factory in
Quilon on the west coast, and through this I had the opportunity to look at this part
of South India also, where the Malayalam language was spoken and the so-called
Syrian or Tomas-Christians had their home.

posts that stood in the corner of the grave. When I stood in the way, one of them
raised his big knife towards me as if he planned to strike, but was certainly
disappointed when it had no effect on me. I put my hand on one of the stone posts,
and got a light scratch on my head when they tried to put a bamboo pole there. Then
they became frightened and took light, as a report to the government on bodily
assault could have cost them dearly. The property issue went to the court, which
decided that the land, including the grave, belonged to the Mission, but that after
notifying the owner the rebel’s relatives could carry out their cermonies there once
a year.
For several years they used this permission but it seems that nowadays they have
become tired of honoring the dead. Clearly the main thing for them was to use the
grave as a means of forcing the Mission to give them a large sum of money. The man
who raised the knife against me came later on to the hospital as a patient, and there
was no measure for the friendly respect that he constantly showed me since then.
In the half year that we lived in Padukotah I could reach the building site with my
motorcycle in a couple of hours, which greatly eased the assignment there.
Padukotah’s station had its time of greatness then with Heuman as principal of the
high school and Pastor for the city’s congregation and Bexell for the village
congregations and the evangelical work, both of them future bishops for the Tamil
Church. For the girl’s school and work with women there was in addition a woman,
Miss Karlmark. The Bexells now lived in the other end of the city in a house that
previously belonged to a distinguished Indian and after some renovation became a
quite useable but at the same time very original missionary’s residence usually
called “Davidsborg”. There the Frykholm family also had an occasional retreat, and
in December 1908 our irst boy was born there (now a quali ied doctor). He was
baptised some time later by Heuman in Padukotah’s church. The little tot was only
six weeks old when he got to go on his irst ox wagon trip to Tirupattur and lived in
the tent with his parents. Not long after that we received a camping tent visit from
the Kugelberg family of Patukotah, who very much wanted to see to what extent the
building of their own future residence as well as the polyclinic had progressed. At
that time Dr. Kugelberg took the pictures of the campsite that are reproduced here.
Somewhat later we could use a room in the Pastor’s residence, and when it was
completely habitable, we let the Kugelbergs move there and continue the
supervision of the new buildings until they were ready, while we ourselves
proceeded to Kodaikanal. I took my irst ordinary mountain leave only in the
seventh year in India.
Chapter 12. In Tirupattur 1909-1912
After returning from the mountains some time in July 1909 we inally moved from
Padukotah to Tirupattur. To be able to move the family at the same pace as the
motorcycle, we had purchased shortly before a little trailer on bicycle wheels, that
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was now being tested for the irst time on a long journey. After a large rainfall the
road was forbidding and it was a wonder that I succeeded in taking my valuable
cargo with me to Tirupattur, my wife with her six month old boy on her knees,
without any tumbles. We went into the Mission yard, the previous scrubland, where
the Kugelbergs with their staff at the just recently opened hospital together with a
lot of building people stood up to give us a grand reception. I had to feel a little
proud of my nice equipage that under such disgusting conditions transported us
nevertheless from Padukotah. Therefore my speed increased, but I didn’t notice a
hole in what was still barely a beginning of the approach road, with the result that
the equipage stole the attention of all those who stood there to welcome us. The boy
and his mother rolled several times around on the ground, and the boy got his
mouth and eyes full of sand, and lost one shoe that lew far off. The hospital staff
rushed forward horri ied that something had happened that demanded their
professional intervention. Luckily there was no serious injury, but the doctor’s
question how many falls we had already experienced on the way from Padukotah
amounted of course to a devastating critique of the ine equipage! “Not a good
beginning for the Frykhom family!” was probably the worried thought of many in
those days. And I had illustrated the saying” “Pride goes before fall” in a striking
manner!
Now began my missionary work in Tirupattur. Of course during the day I had even
gathered the Christian workers during the building period for services in the palm
leaf hut – day room, and on occasion discussed with heathens about the way to
redemption, and devoted some time at the little school that the American Madura
mission had founded at the place for the purpose of evangelisation, and gladly
transferred it to us when we constructed a mission station there. But all of that was
then merely a sideline. Now we met daily for morning prayers with the hospital
staff, and a while later preached brie ly to patients (soon increasing in number to
hundreds and more) in the polyclinic’s waiting room. Tracts and parts of the Bible
were handed out and sold and were read often with great interest during the often
hours long wait to be seen by the doctor. Later on there was also the opportunity to
converse with in-patients.
Sunday services were held at the beginning in the Pastor’s residence’s drawing
room, but then many hospital visitors also wanted to join, and it soon became too
cramped, and the need to have a special location for services became increasingly
felt. So it was necessary to continue with building work, a chapel with room for a
couple of hundred people was constructed and shortly after that, residences for
Bible women and a smaller school building. At the same time under the doctor’s
direction residences for assistants and one pavilion after the other for in-patients
were constructed.
Regular visits to villages were made in the company of an evangelist. In the
beginning I sought to survey the terrain and found at least 53 villages within a
distance of ten kilometers. The purpose of the irst visit was to determine where the
responsiveness appeared greatest, in order to concentrate the work afterwards on
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such places. After some time however I happened upon a village somewhat within
the twenty kilometer limit on the country road to Dindigul, that seemed more
hopeful than any that I had been too previously. Its name was Mattior, and
especially the part of the village that was lived in by “Pallars”, related to the
outcastes but however considered a bit better. This became the centre around
which my evangelical work came to be deployed during the Tirupattur time. A large
part of these Pallars had during a period of their life worked both as overseers and
as coolies in Ceylon’s tea plantations and in this way came in touch with Christians
even from their own caste together with Christian mission work. Therefore they
met me from the beginning with a certain interest and trust that I never had
experienced before to such an extent during my visits to villages, and I soon
developed strong expectations that there might be a harvest here for the Kingdom of
God to grow. The tent was raised in a marvelous forest of coconut palm trees by a
largely dried up river bed, and I lived there with the family as a rule ten days each
month and had lively contact with the people in the district. For help we had partly
a male evangelist, partly Pakiam from Arantangi, who now left her real estate there
to a Christian brother so that he would get an education with us for a Bible woman’s
calling and in company with my wife would devote himself especially to the women.
Soon I succeeded in convincing some of the Pallars to build by themselves a simple
school building and dig a well on a site that they made available for the purpose on
the promise that the evangelist would get to stay there and teach both the young and
the old that wanted to join. There was previously no well, and drinking water was
fetched from a large dam under the most highly unsatisfactory hygienic conditions.
When the caste men found out about what the Pallars had for themselves, they
began to both ridicule and threaten them for letting the white man lure them with
such modernities. First and foremost they claimed that no water would ever come
in the well that was being dug. But already the next morning we found to our joyful
surprise that water had seeped out during the night and covered the bottom of the
hole that was dug about twelve feet deep. The snooping opponents tried then to
frighten two Pallars who were occupied with laying a palm leaf roof on the little
school’s premises, so that they would stop this work immediately. But one of them,
Alagan, who later became the irst Christian in the village, answered with courage
that actually was unheard of among this oppressed class of people toward caste
people: “Then irst come here and cut me down!”. The opponents then slouched
away, perhaps also with a feeling that the frightened roof builder had the white
man’s authority behind him.
The school was completed, and the evangelist Gnanadickam, a “Kaller” from
Anaikandu, devoted himself with commendable ardour and self-sacri ice to his
assignment, so that the Pallars were completely captivated by him. They had never
previously experienced a caste man lowered himself so as to freely mingle with
outcastes and be interested in all their circumstances. The situation appeared very
promising and the monthly tent camping was a joyful time in the missionary’s life.
During that time surrounding villages were also visited, especially those where the
Matloor Pallars had family connections. Then it became clear to us that the village
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After about a year I made a probably questionable attempt to accelerate the
development myself. I invited six middle-aged men, who I knew were the most
interested in conversion to Christianity, to a meeting in my tent under the coconut
palm trees and talked with them for a long time about the importance of now inally
taking the decisive step to become disciples of the Lord Jesus. The dread that they
then revealed about the persecution and dif iculties of all kinds that would come
over them and their families both from caste people as well as from their own
relatives showed that Christ still had not become a persuasive power in their lives
and that the matter therefore was raised to early. This was apparent also from the
change that was then observed in the general atmosphere in the village towards the
mission’s workers. The majority did not want anything more to do with us, who
they thought were near to bringing a great disaster for their social life, and the little
school came to a standstill also. It was a bitter experience to have after all the bright
hopes one had for this place. But to completely withdraw from them appeared to me
to be entirely impossible. I located the camping place in a village located nearby,
two or three kilometers from Mattioor, and walked as before with the evangelist in
the surrounding district. We also often passed Mattior, but without stopping there,
so that those who wished to maintain relations could have a moment to talk with us
on the way. We no longer felt the great joy of the initial time; since we had so
thoroughly failed, where the conditions appeared so promising, what result could
we expect in other villages in the absence of such preparation? It happened that my
irst period of work in India was coming to its end, and it began to look like I would
be obliged to leave the missions’ ield without seeing a single baptism in Tiruupattur.
One evening I had a visit in my tent from the previously mentioned Alagan, and it
was a heated battle for his soul, that ended with him in a big reversal explaining that
as long as his old father lived, he could not become a Christian, but then he wanted
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we irst encountered assumed a leading position among all the Pallars in the district,
so that such as relationships were in India, you had every reason to expect that the
example that was given in Mattior would be followed by their thousands of castefriends around there - and that here there were also good prerequisites for a regular
mass movement to Christianity. So the problem was to really win a footing in
Mattioor, which was found eventually to be much more dif icult that we could have
thought after the irst experiences in the village. The older generation as usual in
such cases did not want to know about the new thoughts and rose decidedly in
opposition when they noticed that the younger ones showed a tendency to listen to
the missionary’s message. And caste solidarity is at such times a power about which
we in European circumstances hardly know any counterpart. One of the men with
whom I discussed the commitment to “the Christian way” and what this involved,
expressed the situation as follows: “We are like ants. If only one walks in front, we
all follow in a long line, but here there is no one who dares to walk in front, and
therefore all of you work to show us the right way in vain”. However the words
were encouragement for me, as it could of course happen that the leader who now
was not there could later on come forward, if we with patience and prayer waited for
his arrival.

to become one for certain – a factual parallel with the man who upon the call of
Jesus: “Follow me!” answered: “Allow me irst to go away and bury my father.”
The following morning, a Saturday when I was getting ready to return to Tirupattur
to administer Sunday’s church service, a man came forward whom I had not seen
previously, and began to speak with me. We had not conversed for long before I got
to know that this man during many years of living at Ceylon’s tea plantations
frequently associated with Christians, learned from them the Ten Commandments,
the Lord’s Creed and “Our Father” and for nine years had not worshipped any idols.
He strongly considered becoming a Christian, but this desire cooled down since in
his home village Kovilpatti he was separated from Christian in luences. But then he
had seen me repeatedly go around there in the district with the same message that
had moved his heart at one time in Ceylon. (He had not heard me deliver the
message, for strangely his village had probably just been side-stepped, although I
believed that I had been in all the villages within ive kilometers of Mattioor). Then
his old desire had come alive again, and he had now come to ask if he could become
Christian. This was a wonderful experience for a discouraged missionary with new
light on the Prophet’s words: “For my thoughts are not your thoughts, says the Lord”
and “So shall my word that goes out from my mouth; it shall not return to me
empty”.
The man could really be the main piece referred to, and when he explained that he
was ready immediately to become a Christian, I considered the case so unique that I
believed that I had the right to do as Filippus did with the Ethiopian courtier.
Therefore I exempted him from the usual trial period. He was baptised on the
following day in a touching atmosphere at the same time as the church service in the
Tiruppatur Chapel. It was the irst heathen baptism that had taken place there. The
previous morning I had sighed when telling God about my fruitless work, without
any idea of what He was preparing to happen within the next twenty-four hours to
strengthen my sagging faith.
Another remarkable circumstance occurred in that this man, who was given the
name Svamidasen when he was baptised (“The Lord’s servant”) was found to be a
close relative of the Pallars in Mattioor, which gave the event a much greater
signi icance that it had otherwise. Therefore one could of course expect that it
would now be easier then to come to a commitment according to their own words
about the ants. For here it was thought that the man had come who dared to take
the lead so that they merely had to follow in a long row.
Full of new enthusiasm and cheerful fearlessness and with all my strength I again
threw myself into village work with the thought that the harvest time for which we
had waited for three years was now approaching. But then the completely
unexpected happened again. In recent times I had felt tired more quickly than
before while walking between the villages and sometimes thought that it was the
disillusionment with the Mattioor people that made my steps so heavy. Finally, in
November 1911, it happened that Dr. Kugelberg examined my lungs and in so doing
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discovered that one side was seriously infected with tuberculosis. There was an
equally strong order that I stop all village travels and instead through diet and rest
at home seek to strengthen my stamina for the already planned trip home to Sweden
in the summer of 1912 (We then had assignments in India for 9 ½ years instead of
the current 5 ½ years for those beginning missionary work there.) The recently
described both sad and happy experiences with the camping tent were thus my last
ones for over two years.
Shortly before July we inished the irst women’s Bible course in our India Mission.
That course had taken place during the entire past year under the leadership of my
wife and Ester Peterson. I myself had participated in three Bible study hours per
week, and among the eleven pupils was the previously often mentioned Pakiam, who
with time became our incomparable Bible woman. Her reading was poor, since she
had never gone to school as a child, but her ability to express herself and vitalize the
word of the Bible for herself and others showed that she went to the Spirit of God
school, so that her teacher educated in theology often thought that he had a great
deal to learn from her. The work with the Women’s Bible class was a dear and
thankful task for all of us who had the bene it of dealing with it.
The village work separated me to some extent from the hospital, but at the same
time doctors and pastors were serving each other in other ways. Even on the irst
visit I often had a friendly reception, because someone in the village, perhaps a
cured patient or his relative, had seen me at the hospital and wanted to show his
gratitude for the good that had come to him there. I was invited to sit down on a
veranda, someone is sent to fetch fresh coconuts, which make a delicious drink, or
perhaps they prepared coffee. And in this way we could sit for a long time in
friendly conversation, and the missionary could have the opportunity to say many
good words about the world’s Saviour with a completely different resonance than if
he came as an outsider stranger who they thought was there to enforce a foreign
religion.
But I could also gain valuable relationships when I found sick people in the villages
by advising them to go to our hospital in Tirupattur. In the beginning it was by no
means obvious that they followed or even appreciated the advice. They readily
suspected that there was some hidden purpose behind it, mostly that you would
want to get some advantage out of their sickness (as their own quack healers do). It
was beyond their comprehension that there were foreign people who unsel ishly
had their best in mind.
It was not rare for me to meet those who were blind because of cataracts, perhaps
for many years, whom I could promise with great reassurance that they would get
their sight again, if they would only come to our eye doctor. And when they
answered: “Where will we get the money for that?” I said “Those who have no
money to give get their sight free, for the whole world’s God and Saviour has
directed him in this way”.. They found that it was hard to believe in any case that it
was true, and one time I heard someone advise the blind by saying something like
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this: “The Mission enterprise gives the missionary such and such as amount of
rupees for every one that he makes a Christian, and he wants you for that. Beware of
him!”. Perhaps I still got the blind person to the hospital by paying for his fare there
myself, which may have made the matter be seen with even more suspicion. But
when one after the other returned from the hospital with their sight restored, and it
was no longer demanded that they would believe without seeing, the situation soon
changed. Now it became a run to the missionary with the request that he would
write a letter to the doctor that he would open the blind person’s eyes, whether the
case looked completely hopeless or not. And if the missionary had now requested a
large amount of money to write the letter, it would have been truly Indian, and he
would have gladly done it. A temptation that easily can be overwhelming for a poor
native evangelist.
Between the outward thankfulness for bodily help from the hospital, and the
thankfulness that gives themselves to God, the distance is probably still today as far
as in the time of Jesus, when the sick came directly to the Great Healer for help. But
where the mission-doctor is no more than breaking up the stone foundation of
prejudices and preparing the ground so that the seed of the Word can get a foothold,
it is in any case an indispensable aid in the many mission ields where the sower to
begin with barely sees in front of him what resembles a stone foundation.
During the months when I was forced by sickness to keep still inside the house I had
better opportunities than previously to devote myself to theological studies. I felt
the need more and more to improve the weak theological basis that I had made for
myself from my close enough lying visit at the Uppsala theological faculty at the end
of the 19th century. I still sought to maintain and somewhat improve my knowledge
of the Bible’s basic languages and their use for interpreting the written word. And a
thorough study of Indian religions’ viewpoint is something from which a
conscientious missionary already on duty cannot escape. I believed that the studies
could only help in targeting a certain goal, and thus after my arrival in Tirupattur I
began to plan doctoral studies to seek to complete the requirements for the
theological licentiate degree during my upcoming home leave in Sweden.
As you could expect, Professor N. Soderblom was immediately ready and interested
in my plan and in all ways supported me, all the more because his subject, religious
history, would be my main subject for the degree. In consultation with him, I began
to translate and comment on Tamil classics, the Taymanaver, whose songs, illed
with touching longing for gods, belong to those most generally known in the Tamil
country and in addition are often especially suitable as a beginning point for
evidence about Christ according to Paul’s example in Athens: “So you are ignorant of
the very thing you worship—and this is what I am going to proclaim to you.”
(Acts 17:23) Such things became a direct help for my evangelical work, and I often
found that educated Hindus interest in what I had to say increased when they noticed that
I was familiar with their beloved Taymaner poetry.
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Professors Stave and Kolmodin also gave me necessary direction for studying on my own
their subjects, Old and New Testament exegtics (critical explanations or interpretations),
and Vetus and Novum were also my usual readings in the camping tent in between
morning and afternoon outings preaching to the heathens. As a qualification for
understanding the Bible I planned that together with the trip home I would make a six
week visit to the country of the Bible and participate there in one of the German
archeological institute’s research trips, to which I had been warmly invited by their
director, Professor Dalman. In his letter he mentioned that another Swedish theologian
had announced that he would take part, Sten Linder (currently a Professor in Old
Testament exegetics), which he believed would interest me. It did interest me also, but
unfortunately the sickness that otherwise mainly furthered my studies frustrated all plans
in that direction.
It caused me real pain not to be able to continue with village work after Svamidasen’s
baptism. It was like falling to the ground just before the final spurt, when the goal had
come within sight. Instead I only got to be still and to see come to fruition a parable of
Jesus about the earth that “of itself bore fruit” while the sower slept. (Mark 4: 26-28).
Svamidasan showed that he didn’t have the influence on his caste people in Mattioor that
you could have expected. However he came back soon with his old father, who was blind
from cataracts and first got his eyes bright and then instruction for baptism that he then
was prepared for willingly. Later he wrote for his son who had a place in Indochina and
who immediately obeyed the calling, a fine young man, who already previously was
thinking of becoming a Christian. The grandfather was adopted with his grandson on the
Sunday before my departure from India, and it so happened that three persons belonging
to three generations became the beginning of the future congregation in the district of
Mattioor. It still took some time before Svamidasen brought along with him his wife and
two children that were hers. (The father died soon at the age of 70, the son was trained to
become a teacher and died shortly after he had with great expectations built a school in
Matioor. Svamidadsen himself died at the age of 80, two months before my last
departure from India in 1935.)
The packing chores for the trip home that I could not escape from completely were tough
for my weakened energy, and when the Tirupattur congregation, of course mainly
comprised of hospital staff, came to the farewell send-off, it was probably the general
view that I could not be expected any longer to return to India. I was given a gold cross
to fasten to my watch chain as a keepsake in remembrance of my work there. The
speaker for the congregation said that I did not merely want to be the cross’s apostle
among them, but rather I myself lately had to carry a cross for their sake, and therefore
they wanted to thank me.
And so my first period in India came to an end. I myself found despite everything that it
was hard to believe that my missionary work would be finished in that way, above all
because I thought I had hardly seriously begun it. The nine years had of course mainly
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been an apprenticeship for me, and I had barely had a small opportunity to make use of
the rich experiences that I had gained through this.
In my beginner’s work I hardly got to see any of the kind of fruit that you generally count
on in missionary work. I had left behind me quite a few brick and limestone buildings,
but had I been able to place a single living stone in the holy temple building that is God’s
kingdom on earth? “God, take pity on your little servant, and give him if possible the
opportunity to return and become a better missionary than until now. However, don’t let it
be my will, but rather yours!” Such thoughts were often on my mind in those days.

Chapter 13. Trip home and ist stay in Sweden
The trip home with our two children, Ragnar 3 ½ years old, and Birgitta 1/ ½ years old
(born in Tirupattur), was extremely difficult. Already on the way to Colombo the fever
rose, and on the German boat I had to quickly move from our second class cabin to a sick
section far away in the front of the boat, where the arrangements were somewhat
primitive. One night I lay in a bath of sweat, too weak to help myself, and could get no
help, because the electric bell wiring was broken and the Chinese person, who should
have taken care of me, slept in a neighbouring room so heavily that no shout could wake
him. In Bab-el-meandeb, the strait between the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea, I was told
that this strait got its name “The port of sighs”, because in past times so many seafarers
died in the area, probably because of the severe changes in climate that took place easily
there. And one day it really looked like I would also join that crowd and sink down into
the waves of the Red Sea. When we arrived In Port Said, the ship doctor did not want to
have me on board any longer, but rather advised me to go on land and look for a hospital.
In an English seamen’s home I got several addresses in Cairo that seemed like they could
be helpful for us, and after a day’s stay in a hotel there we ended up at last in an
American mission’s hospital in the city of Tanta about half way between Cairo and
Alexandria. There I quickly overcame the heavy fever so that we could look around a bit
in Tanta and its closest surroundings and get a better impression of the real Egypt than is
possible in Port Said or Cairo. Among other experiences we were able to see a Good
Friday church service in a Coptic Church with ceremonies that were very unfamiliar for
us. But rather that than like the otherwise so pious Americans who at our hospital mainly
treated Good Friday like a workday according to Paul’s misunderstood words in
Galations 4:10 “You are trying to earn favor with God by observing certain days or
months or seasons or years.”
We wanted to continue the trip home as soon as possible, but I found that it was by no
means easy to slip out of Egyptian confinement. When I had retrieved my strength a bit,
my wife was afflicted with sciatica, and our little girl became sick with a severe lung
infection that forced us to put off our trip home over and over again. During a break in
the discomforts of sickness we made a visit to Cairo that we reached by train in barely an
hour, and got to see some of its remarkable sights. It can be seen by the photograph on
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the next page that we were near the Sphinx and the Pyramids. Unfortunately a climb up
the Pyramid of Keops was out of the question because of our weak conditions at the time.
Before we at last embarked in Port Said for the trip home, the supervisor for the
seamen’s home prayed with us and read David’s Psalm no. 103. This Psalm described
in a wonderful way a lot of the experiences that we had just been through.
We were captive in Egypt for six weeks, or exactly the same amount of time that I had
previously allocated to the study trip in the Promised Land on the other side of the Suez
Canal that we often gazed at with longing. It would take another 19 years before I would
have the opportunity to tread upon this holy soil.
The continuation of the boat journey proceeded normally. In Genoa we were met by my
lawyer brother and his fiancée, who heard about our troubles in Egypt and eagerly
wanted to be helpful to us during the remainder of the voyage. In their company the trip
around Europe in the lovely springtime was generally relaxation. After short stays in
Algiers, Gibraltar, Southampton, Antwerp and Amsterdam we left the boat in Hamburg
and arrived a day later in Gothenburg in considerably better condition than when we left
India. The lung specialist whom I consulted as soon as possible was of the view that I
could well hope for a recovery. However he wanted me to first of all discard all thoughts
of continuing my missionary work in India.
[That was the extent of the text written by Harald – now Gertrude, his wife, continues the
story.]
The patient had to spend the initial time at Svenshögen County’s sanitorium. But already
after two months he was so much better that he could move with his family to his parents’
home in the Lyksele rectory, where the care was continued with regular rest periods and
frequent milk drinking. In September we were able to settle down in the annex to the
Dala rectory where Claës Törner, married to Ragnhild Länge, was the Rector. It was a
good time in close contact with the relatives’ home nearby that led to further
improvement and strengthening of the missionary’s physical stamina. As he could not in
the meantime be permitted too much travelling about, the lecture trips during this rest
year were relatively few. On the other hand so much more time could be set aside for
studies, which resulted in a Theology degree in November 1913. At around the same
time the Gothenburg doctor, who at the first examination found the patient to be so
dreadfully sick that all thoughts about India must be given up, was delighted to correct
his decision. The patient was completely healthy. The way back to India was open again
for us.
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Chapter 14. Tirupattur –Tranquebar
Somewhat wiser on the matter of how the missionary’s health should be safeguarded, we
returned in December 1913 to our previous station in Tirupattur. There we were met by
happy news. A young man from a good caste had begun to listen to the gospel, and the
missionary received a thankful Christian convert to teach. He was called Krishnan,
baptised after several months in Tirupattur’s church where he was named Kristian. His
background, partly told by himself, is briefly as follows:
He had belonged to a theatre company that had performed in Tirupattur. He had not
enjoyed the theater company that much, and considered leaving it. Then he came one day
“by coincidence” to the mission yard’s gate. “I saw the long avenue of coconut palms”,
he said, “and at the end of it a beautiful white building. I wondered what it could be, and
my legs went by themselves up to the unusual house.” It was Tirupattur’s church, and
just then a church service was being held. What was being said was probably partly
incomprehensible for the Hindu youth who was unfamiliar with Christian terminology.
But the serenity and the singing, so unlike what he had been used to, pulled and attracted
him all the closer to the open door.
When the church service was over, Miss Amy Lagerqvist caught sight of the stranger and
invited him to follow her to her residence. There they settled down on a carpet on the
floor, and the young man was induced to open up his heart for this motherly friend. He
received his Christian instruction with great eagerness, first from her and then from
Pastor Frykholm. And after the solemn act of baptism, together with another baptised
youth in Tirupattur, Rengasami, he received continued instruction and direction from one
of our most precious Tamil priests, Pastor Arulappen in Tranquebar (died 1919).
Christian did not want to be a “paid evangelist”, he wanted to learn a trade, simply the
tailoring trade, for he supposed that in this way he could sit in his open street shop and
talk to the people about God while he practiced his trade. In Tranquebar he then learned
from a relative of the Pastor how to handle a needle and sewing machine, but then he was
able to continue in an American Mission’s trade school and became with time a textile
expert in Paramakudi, a work that he performed conscientiously for several years. He
also became a good Christian family father. And what his spiritual father and mother did
for him was preserved gratefully in the memory of his children.
The work in Matioor and other villages was continued and bore fruit in further baptisms
of some heathens, inter alia of the previously referred to Alagan. And the scattered
sheep’s little group remained taking care of the congregation and school.
Then the war broke out, and the most immediate consequence for us was a somewhat
general missionaries’ displacement. Harald Frykholm was ordered to take over the
German missionaries’ work in old Tranquebar. In September 1915 we said farewell to
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the Christians in Tirupattur and neighbourhood, and by country bus, train and motor-car
via Madura and Mayaveram moved to the coastal city Tranquebar.
We now had four children, of which the two youngest, Bengt and Sten, travelled together
with their mother in the motorcycle’s little trailer to make the 30 kilometer trip on
country roads to the nearest railroad station, Mayaveram, where we spent the night, while
the two older children together with their nurse continued the journey immediately by ox
wagon. The motorized set-up caught up to the ox wagon in the morning just outside
Tranquebar’s city gate. And we felt it was quite ceremonious when we drove in through
the gate and forward through the city’s main street. Certainly at one time of course there
were magnificent houses that were now quite dilapidated. But the memories of the
Danish period of greatness spoke a powerful language. However of course the memories
from the Protestant mission’s initial time were still more overwhelming. This confronted
us in a concentrated manner in the grand temple, the New Jerusalem Church that the first
German missionary, Ziegenbalg, built and that was located across from the missionary’s
residence where we would live.
In this building, the so-called “senioratet” (the Germans’ elder or dean had usually lived
there) we were met with great warmth by the German missionary couple Zehme, and we
lived with them until they were sent home a couple of months later to their motherland
together with the other Germans that still remained. We were there together not just in
the residence but also in all the work for which until then four German missionaries were
engaged.
Those were heavy work years for the Swedish missionary, who now had to take charge of
the teachers’ training college with boys’ school and book publishing house in Tranquebar,
the two higher elementary schools in Poreaiar together with the industrial school in
Erukattancheri. Two days a week were allocated to the latter tasks. Tuesdays were spent
in Porciar, where the missionary visited the boys’ school and his wife met with the girls’
school, and we tried to be there with advice and deeds to make Christian instruction as
good and fruitful as possible. Thursdays were reserved for the industrial school. For this
visit we took the whole family with us, and our small boys first learned to handle a
hammer and chisel there in the big carpentry school, where so many beautiful pieces of
furniture were produced by the school’s pupils.
Erukattancheri mission station had a delightful beautiful and lush garden with two ponds
- all lovely places to play and rest, and for this reason the visit there, that extended
throughout the whole day with dinner in the greenery, was the highlight of the week for
the family.
For the missionary there was much to find out about requisitions of work material and
deliveries of materials ordered with all of the accounting that this involved. But here it
was above all a matter of supervising the pupils’ spiritual upbringing and progress even in
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literary proficiency, which took place in the afternoons. The day ended with evening
prayers, and afterwards there was the ride home in the quaint “box wagon”, drawn by a
pair of big oxen that had a philosophical appearance.
Most of the time in Tranquebar however was spent in the teachers’ seminary that during
its glory days had four age groups, two for Christian instruction and two for the other
subjects. There was certainly already a reduction of the curriculum during this time. But
the missionary who undertook most of the Christian instruction, including classes on
methodology and sample lessons, was tied up there for most of the morning. And the hot
hours of midday were occupied with letter writing and discussions with the many
teachers who sought the missionary’s advice and help. The years in Tranquebar were
Harald Frykhom’s most work-filled time period. But in the evenings there were
sometimes short rest periods that were spent on the ocean beach either on a sailboat tour
on the strange boats that Indian fishermen made if necessary from large bent teak timber
that for this purpose lay ready on the beach. These tours often were at the same time
evangelisation trips to one of the many fishermen’s villages along the coast.
In general of course during the Tranquebar years there was not much time left for
preaching to the heathens, so the time that there was for this was even more precious. I
especially remember with happiness the large annual heathen festivals in Poreiar where
we spread Christian knowledge among the heathens in the company of teachers and Bible
women and equipped with Bible extracts and tracts that we made available most of the
day. It was on such an occasion that a so-called beggar monk took off his string of
prayer beads and handed them to the missionary as a sign that he had been persuaded
and wanted to become a Christian. We never before nor afterwards encountered such an
affirmation, which was a heartrending impression for both Christians and heathens. The
man became and remained a good and faithful disciple of Christ.
Chapter 15. Bangalore 1919-1922

The four years that we spent in Tranquebar’s humid warmth under this heavy burden of
work was hard on our strength. Our Mission’s doctor was of the view that only a move to
a cooler place could make it possible for us to last the remaining three years of our
second term in India. Our doctor’s opinion was perhaps the most important reason that
Harald Frykholm was appointed as the director of a priest class that was located in
Bangalore.
This was the Mission’s most northerly outpost, located at 4000 feet above sea level in
marvelous refreshing coolness. And as Bangalore is also a large city with a strong
European element, it gave the opportunity for rich and rewarding social interaction and
possibilities to establish a more Swedish life with regard to food etc. We recovered
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quickly, and the children, now eight of them, now had rosy cheeks, something one
seldom sees among European children in India.
Here Harald Frykholm was given work for which he was probably especially well
equipped. Since the time in Holmö, where he had six classes to teach, he loved teaching;
in Tranquebar he renewed practicing in this area. And when he now had a theology class
entrusted to him and got to share what he had found through the most beloved of all his
studies, then you can understand of course that every day for him was full of great job
satisfaction. The fourteen students in the class engaged happily in their studies in
dogmatics (principles that the Swedish Lutheran Church considers are incontrovertibly
true), exegetics (critical interpretation of the Bible) and church history. Teaching in these
subects was divided between Harald Frykholm and an Indian pastor. They took classes in
Greek, Sanskrit and English together with the students at the United Theological College,
where the previously mentioned Danish missionary Dr. L.P. Larsen was the principal.
Lively exchanges took place between the Lutheran and the United Theological College,
both among students and teachers. We met in discussions and social gatherings, on the
tennis and badminton courts, but above all at combined prayer times, of which some were
led by the students themselves. And evangelist trips were made of longer and shorter
durations, where the students and teachers from both schools shared everything as
brothers.
It was this lively interchange with the reformed church society that our German brothers
considered to be risky for future Lutheran priests. And this was the main reason that
theological education was later moved to Madras, a change with which Harald Frykholm
could never be reconciled, when he of course had experienced the great and real
advantages of collaboration with the United Theological College. Nor could it ever be
established that the priests in Bangalore became worse Lutherans because they had come
in close contact with the reformists, but rather the contrary.
There were however only the fourteen referred to above who received their training in
Bangalore. In spite of the especially good grades that these students were given both in
their final exam, after the three years’ study, and later after their probation, the Tamil
Church did not risk deciding on a new course in Bangalore. The Madras course,
“Gurukul”, was established, and Pastor Frykholm was asked to be director, but declined.
Instead he was assigned to Padukotah’s station following the family’s second home leave
to Sweden in 1922-1923.

Chapter 16. Padukotah 1923-1929
When after a year and a half good and strengthening stay in the homeland (most of the
time spent in Tyringe) we returned to India, Harald Frykholm could look back on a time
of lively lecture activities in most of Sweden, the final months however exclusively in
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Uppsala, where he inter alia gave mission lectures at the University. We were however
happy to return to the missionary’s own calling, the work in the field.
The departure from Sweden was this time rather sad as we now had to leave behind the
four oldest children ages 8 to 15. They had however such a good deputy mother in Miss
Anna Gerdström, the director of the Mission’s boarding school, that we could leave them
there safely. Of the six younger children there were three who were born during the
Tranquebar time, Yngve and Arne (twins) together with Malla, who were soon placed in
our newly built Swedish School in Kodi. The two who were given to us in Banglalore,
together with little Inge, who was born a month after our return to India, stayed together
with us in Padukotah.
Now there was again school and teaching, which became Pastor Frykholm’s main
assignment. Our higher high school in Padukotah had at that time 600 students, of whom
80 boys had full board and lodging in the boarding school in the mission’s yard. These
became of course in a very special sense the missionary’s children. But because even the
school boys, who lived outside the mission’s yard, gladly gathered on our playing fields
in the evenings, all the school’s pupils came into intimate contact with the missionary
even outside of school hours. On the tennis and badminton courts and the soccer field
you got to know the young people quite well, and when we met them later at morning
prayers and Christianity lessons, the relationship was deepened.
Through the obligatory daily instruction in Christianity in this our high school the Bible
and knowledge of Christ came into many Hindu homes. And it was not unusual that in
visits at the homes of Hindu friends the house’s Bible was taken out and its owner asked
the missionary a question such as this one: “What did our Lord Jesus actually mean in
this statement?”---“Our Lord Jesus”. Yes, one can probably safely dare to believe that
many of the Hindus influenced through the school received Jesus as the Lord and master,
even if caste and family prejudices until then were an insurmountable obstacle that
prevented their belonging to the Christian congregation.
A few have however broken through and have taken the step by acceptance of baptism.
Among these are the current police inspector in Tanjore and a lecturer at Bishop Heber
College in Trichinopoly, both students in Padukotah’s high school during our time there.
The bond with such pupils as these was unbreakable, as appeared from the many long
letters. The College lecturer wrote after the loved teacher’s death: “Although I am only a
miserable sinner, I will always stop during the morning and evening to ask God to bless
the loved teacher’s wife and children.”
No less strong was the bond between the missionary and the corps of teachers. And this
was strengthened not merely through school work together and collegial interaction, but
also through the evangelisation trips, allocated to two of the week’s afternoons. All
villages within 20 kilometers from Padukotah were visited systematically and the Gospel
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was proclaimed in talks and singing, a sowing work that required both dedication and
patience, all the more in that the direct fruit in baptism of heathens had been very seldom.
“One sows and another reaps.”, and “So shall my word be that goes out from my mouth;
it shall not return to me empty.” Such thoughts from God’s own words enlivened that
missionary and his assistants to persevere in preaching and discussing about the matter of
eternity.
The missionary’s concertina and magic lantern were of great use. He used the magic
lantern when the sun went down on one of the village’s white walls to show pictures from
the life of Jesus.
The time in Padukotah ended with our home leave in the years 1929-1930, when the
family in its entirety reunited and lived together in Uppsala for eighteen happy months.

Chapter 17. Among the mass movement people in Palladam. Trip home. 1931-1937
When Harald Frykholm returned to India in April 1931, he had to travel alone. But in
return for this he now could realize the desire that he had sustained since 1912 to be able
to visit the Holy Land. And out in India the most beautiful objective beckoned. He
would now move to Paaladam, the center of Coimbatore’s mass movement area.
The Indian mass or group movements appeared, as the latter name specifies, within
different groups or castes of the large Indian world of people. Usually it began with one
of the low castes, but then spread from there both up and down. Even within the low
castes you can talk about a higher and lower group. The shoemakers caste (Sakkilis) is
for example one of the lowest but inter alia in Mattioor, the highest within the group of
low castes.
The main characteristic for these movements was expressed by the Pallar man in
Mattioor in the previously quoted words: “We are like the ants; if only one goes in the
lead, we follow in a long row.”
One of the group’s people has perhaps stayed for a while in another place. There he has
come into contact with a Christian congregation of his own caste. He has understood
something of what has happened with these people, and then has noticed how relatively
seldom drunkenness, angry words and fighting occurred there. He has found how the
children, washed clean and hair combed, went to school, and he heard their happy
singing. He came back to his own village and told what he had seen and heard.
Then the missionary or evangelist came on a visit with an evangelical message. One
heard without saying anything in response. But when the Christian messengers came
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back the second or the third time, one had made one’s decision. A small deputation of the
village’s men came forth and requested teaching about Christ for themselves and their
families.
The District of Coimbatore had been a difficult place for missionary work for a long time.
English missionaries had worked there faithfully and with perseverance for many years,
but then gradually drew back to the places where their work appeared to be more needed.
Now the Lutheran Church has begun to harvest what they have sown. Already since
about ten years ago the pastors working in that district have cried: “Come over here and
help us!”
This cry for help reached inter alia Padukotah. And when Harald Frykholm felt at the
time a little less tied up than he usually was, he took his family with him for several
weeks up to the little missionary residence in Pollachi that had been empty ever since the
Germans were sent home during the World War. From Pallachi there were now daily
excursions to villages where the word of God had begun to be received, among those in
Palladam also. Harald Frykholm seemed to find that this place was suitable as a center
for work among the mass movement peoples, and also found a suitable empty site with
larger and smaller buildings that we seemed to be able to buy. The Mission Council liked
his plans, the purchase was completed, and our collaborator in Pudukotah, Pastor V. G.
Asirvatham was placed in Palladam.
During the next few years the houses were repaired and put into order. The largest, a
cotton factory that was abandoned because the workers thought it was haunted, could
now be used as a Church, pastor’s office, missionary residence and school. The church
bell also gradually had a place in, or more correctly on, the same building. We made a
kind of bell tower in a corner of the flat roof. One of the smaller houses became the
pastor’s residence, and the rest were teachers’ residences, boarding school etc.
Pastor Asirvatham, one of Harald Frykholm’s previous students from Bangalore, worked
diligently and with success in Palladam and the surrounding twenty villages nearby,
where we had Christians or Christians preparing for baptism and/or confirmation. But he
soon felt that the work was too heavy for one person. And so it was decided that Harald
Frykholm, on his return to India in 1931, would be placed in Palladam and that the place
would be an independent mission station, the third within the Coimbatore District.
When this decision reached home in Sweden, Harald Frykhokm had much to think
about. He had of course seen how quickly the work in this district went ahead, how
village after village were requesting instruction that resulted in the formation of new
congregations. But he had also seen how seldom it was that the inner growth could keep
up with the outer. It was found for example within the villages of the district that there
were Christians baptised for seven years who still had not been confirmed. And what
could one expect from congregations where the Lord’s Communion could not be
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administered? They were of course like children who had stopped growing. Then they
didn’t move forward, and the result was instead decline. What could one do to efficiently
prevent such a development?
After a visit to the Sigtuna adult education college, Harald Frykholm had a vision of a
way to work that he hoped could be effective in the fight for the religious and moral
uplifting of village Christians, but also their improvement in social, hygiene and
economics matters.
There would be adult education colleges, or more correctly, small adult education
colleges! We found that it was probably sufficient if the young people we could gather
were somewhat literate. And we could keep them for one or two months and give them
confirmation instruction and a little more as well, as we found that we couldn’t ask for
more.
A plan was made, mainly for male students. Included were, in addition to the three to
four hours of daily teaching in Christianity, lessons in hygiene and agriculture, further
exercise in braiding ropes, garden and poultry care together with weaving of the straw
mats that most often were the simple man’s only “furniture”.
The plan was under way immediately upon our return to India! A teacher was sent away
to the villages, and young people from 15 to 20 years of age were invited to a first course.
Soon we had a class of around 20 students, and they stayed in the boarding school, where
they got to eat their simple meals of corn or rice and to sleep on straw mats.
But the lessons were held in the main building. The beautiful church in the lower floor
was their prayer room, a large room close by was the lecture room, the back of the
verandah their work room and the flat roof up above the church was the gymnasium.
There was life and movement in the mission’s yard when a course was put together, and it
was a festival when in the presence of Swedish or Indian collaborators the course was
finished with an examination and confirmation, sometimes also baptism, when a Hindu
youngster, who wished to be Christian, came along.
Between the courses it was more quiet in the yard, but the missionary was very diligently
busy at such times with village visits and often found there, to his joy, how the boys who
were previously in the course gathered the younger and older village residents in the
evenings and shared with them something of what they had received themselves.
In this way especially the spiritual singing was spread to the villages together with the
ability to actively participate in the church service. And through the model set by the
youngsters when they came home in their new position of being confirmed, the villages’
men were incited to ask for the same advantage. Then confirmation classes for older
persons came about in several places out in the villages. The village’s teacher, if there
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was one, got to teach the old men and women during the evenings when the work day
was over. And so gradually Palladam’s catechism also began to move in. One learned
songs and Bible stories and to practice parts of the catechism with the addition of the fifth
part that is not included in the instruction for baptism. And soon the pastor and the
missionary could be invited to the confirmation examination. When after the first
communion service was celebrated in the village, their teachers were gladdened that a
“child” had yet reached adulthood. For Palladam’s missionary it was a primary task to
lead as many as possible of the newly Christian villages forward to communion’s table of
mercy.
To make the village teachers skilled at giving good Christian instruction, both to the old
and to the young, he organized every year a pedagogical course lasting for several days,
where the whole district’s teachers were able to come along. A skillful Sunday school
teacher, pastor Franklin, was invited; and the teachers received advice in methodology
and pointers, a lecture in child psychology and pedagogical exercises (trial lessons). We
usually also held such courses in Padukotah. But here they appeared to us to be twice as
valuable and necessary, as one had often been satisfied with a teacher who had highly
insufficient education to handle the growing work in mass movement districts.
During the missionary’s year alone in Palladam the work among the women very
naturally was left behind. But when he for another reason left the station for some time,
he was anxious that a woman missionary would take his place and hold courses for girls.
For this there was mainly the same instruction as for the boys, although with the addition
of needlework, a subject that had the charm of novelty for village girls. The girls must
for the sake of early marriages be received younger than the boys, often at twelve years
of age. And as they were less often literate, naturally the results in terms of knowledge
were less.
The beginning ill health, for which the missionary sought a cure in vain in India, forced
him after two years’ work to leave his beloved Palladam to seek to regain his health in a
Swedish hospital. A couple of month’s tranquility also seemed to do him good. He
became so much better that already that same autumn – 1933 – the doctor gave him
permission to travel out again. If one really could have discovered the root of the
sickness, such promises would never have been given. One believed that it was of a
nature that “ it didn’t need to be worse in India than in Sweden”.
Now however his wife could not let the delicate husband travel alone. We again had to
leave some of the children in the care of Anna Gerdström – the two youngest we took
with us – and yet again steered the course towards India.
The trip, on a Swedish cargo steamboat, was especially pleasant, if the old pains in the
back and legs had not begun to plague the missionary at night and prevent him from
sleeping at night. During the days he was somewhat well, and upon arrival in Palladam,
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he set to work with fresh courage on the many tasks before him. The congregations were
strengthened through visits to the different villages. The Gospel was proclaimed through
frequent preaching to the heathens. New congregations were formed through the setting
up of baptism classes; and confirmation was held in several villages.
However the missionary had to often take part in meetings for work administration as a
member of the church council and chairperson of the mission’s council. This meant
long car and train journeys and then two or three days in a row sitting up straight. The
nights became very painful, and I could seldom get more than an hour’s sleep at a time.
After every such little period of sleep I had to get up and in different ways seek to
alleviate the gnawing pain. Often the trips led us in proximity to Tirupattur, where I
visited the doctor; new powders and salves were prescribed and tried, although
unfortunately with little success.
Once again – it was immediately after the strengthening stay in Kodi - .Harald Frykholm
put together a course for village boys. He himself led the morning prayers and the daily
gymnastics, in which even he participated, and had Christianity classes with his dear boys
two times each day. The course was finished in the beginning of August, with two boys
baptized and seventeen confirmed.
Shortly afterwards the missionary’s wife conducted a course for girls that finished in
September. It was with great courage and self determination that Harald Frykholm could
defy the sickness there and hold out through the exam certification questioning and
conduct the baptism and communion service.
Still more trying for him was the participation in 1934 at the missionaries’ conference
that was held shortly thereafter in Tirupattur. But on this occasion the hospital was also
celebrating its 25 year jubilee, which we did not want to miss on any account.
At the beautiful, palm covered mission station was gathered, in addition to all the
missionaries (around forty in number) a quite big crowd of representatives of the Tamil
Church’s congregations; and after the necessary meeting and conference was held, the
jubilee was celebrated with a celebratory service in the Church, where Harald Frykholm
preached on the text: “For the Lord is good and his love endures forever”.
It was for him a task that he loved very much. He was of course one of the founders of
this station and had followed its development with active interest from the time when the
whole site was overgrown with brambles until its orderly condition now, when almost
everything that a priest and doctor could wish for in a mission station can be seen here.
Even an x-ray machine, which was given by friends in Sweden, is found here now, ready
to be inaugurated at this celebratory occasion.
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Those present may not have anticipated that when Tirupattur’s first missionary read the
blessing to the congregation, it would be the last time he stood before the altar in an
Indian church. However, so it was.
One of the first x-rays that was taken in Tirupattur showed some of the devastation that
the sickness had brought about in his back. Doctor Ysander, who then had taken over the
direction of the hospital decided to try to hold the diseased parts completely still with a
plaster cast. He followed us with some of his assistants to Palladam. And up there on the
flat roof the plaster was cut and set out to dry in the sun.
Six weeks absolute calm in bed improved the sick person’s condition so much that in the
new year he could engage in much of his previous work and in Kodi, in May, led the
missionaries’ conference as chairperson.
But immediately afterwards the kidney disease intervened that two years later would be
the reason for his death. The disease began with fever and fits of shivering; this acute
manifestation of the disease lifted first after three months lying in bed, so that we could
return to the plains and our beloved Palladam.
During the stay in Kodi our two twin boys, Yngve and Arne, who had recently become
university students, came to us from Sweden for a visit. On a Swedish boat they got a
very cheap passage in return for their working, one as a steward, the other as an ordinary
seaman. It hardly needs to be mentioned how much they made their sick father happy
with their visit not the least because of, as it soon became clear, how their love for India
remained and how easy it had been for them to take up the Tamil language and mingle
with people of all classes. In addition it happened that during our trips to the villages
and elsewhere their assistance was invaluable in carrying their father on the “gold chair”
or serving as his crutches for the small distances that he himself could walk.
I had less ability every day to move my legs, and it soon became clear to us that the trip
home often insisted upon by our Doctor Ysander must be made in the company of our
boys.
With sorrow in my heart we had to get ready for our last long journey. Even if you sell
and give away all bulky things, it is still not a small matter when a home is taken apart in
earnest. And we could never have completed the task in such a short time, two weeks, if
our strong sons had not helped us.
The farewell from Palladam, where all our twenty-tree village teachers and pastors and
many other Christians from the whole district had gathered in our beautiful church, was
touching. There the missionary, who was dressed in his white preaching cassock and
carried in by the sons, for the last time now spoke in his beloved church, where there
were not many who could stop their tears from falling. The representatives for the
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congregations, the church council and his former students in Bangalore’s theology class
brought their farewell gifts and expressed in speeches and singing their gratitude to the
loved teacher. Finally we and our children were festooned with garlands and with
heartfelt prayers were left to God’s providence.
A shorter visit was made to Tirupattur, where the farewell gathering was held on the
verandah of the pavilion for sick persons, where Harald Frykholm now, as often before,
lay as a patient. And at the end of September we reached Colombo, where on the 1st of
October 1935 we boarded the Swedish East Asia Company’s ship, the “Delhi”. The sick
missionary could now hardly take a step on his own, not even with crutches. The sons
had to carry him from the car to the train, from the train to the boat, and every time he
had to move when he was on board.
It was a very trying journey, but still more difficult when the captain in Marseille insisted
that we should go home from there by land. He did not want to take responsibility for
transporting such a sick person around Europe and was of the view, perhaps correctly,
that we should get home as quickly as possible. We got our tickets for the shortest
possible route, but not really the most comfortable, as there were four changes of train
before we reached Berlin.
But God helped us miraculously. And as we had to rest in Berlin for two nights and get
necessary medical supplies, the last part of the trip seemed more hopeful. The meeting
in Stockholm with all of the children who had stayed home in Sweden was joyful. And
our eldest son, the doctor, immediately took charge of his father and brought him to the
Serafimer hospital, where everything was ready for him.
There it was now determined that a tumor in the small of his back was the main reason
for the patient’s suffering, and he was operated on successfully on 5 October by Professor
H. Olivecrona. It took several weeks before the patient could leave his bed, and ability to
move his legs, despite orthopedic resources, slowly came back. But what came more
quickly was the hope that I would eventually return to India. Certainly the sick person
was afflicted by recurrences of kidney stones, and nine months after the big operation on
the tumor one of the kidneys had to be removed. But he still believed with growing
certainty that God would let him get out to India yet once more.
He got to be with them and the missionary congregation in Uppsala for a further nine
months after the kidney operation. He played in the nine piece family orchestra, where
he now handled the flute part, since the cello was taken over by one of his sons. He
participated diligently in the meetings at the SPCA and in the Missions’ yard and in the
church’s services. He even made occasional lecture trips and it made him especially
happy when on the thirteenth day of 1937 he got to deliver the mission’s message to a
church service in Hille.
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At Easter he was still a diligent church visitor and could participate in the Lord’s Holy
Communion. But immediately after Easter he contracted a fever and shivering fits,
which forced him immediately to undergo medical care. It was determined that even the
other kidney was damaged, and an operation was attempted on 2 April.
The sick person knew that it was extremely serious, and prepared to meet with the Lord.
As he was brought down to the operating room, he read verse after verse of the psalm
“Nearer, God, to Thee”. And these were almost the last words we heard from his mouth.
An hour after the operation he lost consciousness. And three days later – the 5th of April
1937- he let out his final breath.
He opened his eyes only once during these three days and looked at his wife with signs of
consciousness. He could not say anything, but his gaze was full of love and happiness as
if he at the moment was trying to and believed that he could take all the poor fellow
wanderers with him up to the bright summit to where he himself had been called.
Before he had time to hear from any doctor the hard words: “You can never again come
to India”, and before he was required to taste death’s bitterness, the faithful servant
moved on to a higher and happier post.
So I sleep happily in your holy name
You see until the day lights itself
When morning begins
Then I am in the harbour
And behold my homeland’s beaches
And kiss with inexpressible joy
The outstretched hands84
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